Sale Number 357 - Monday 15th April 2019
TO BE HELD AT THE BOWDON HOTEL, CHESHIRE SUITE,
LANGHAM ROAD, BOWDON, ALTRINCHAM
AUCTION STARTS AT 2.00 P.M.
PLEASE NOTE VIEWING TIME ON DAY OF AUCTION
IS FROM 9.30AM
VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
267 Middlewich Rd, Northwich, Cheshire, CW9 7DR
AND
ON THE MORNING OF THE SALE FROM 9.30A.M. TO 1.15P.M. AT THE BOWDON HOTEL.
TERMS OF BUSINESS
POSTAL BIDDERS: POSTAL BID FORM AT THE BACK OF CATALOGUE. SUCCESSFUL BIDDERS WILL
BE NOTIFIED BY PROFORMA INVOICE. CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS DESPATCHED IMMEDIATELY.
TELEPHONE BIDS:THESE CAN BE MADE PRIOR TO THE SALE BY RINGING 01606 40047. IF YOU
WISH TO BID 'LIVE' DURING THE SALE PLEASE TELEPHONE TO BOOK YOUR CALL.
ROOM BIDDERS: PAYMENT BY CASH, CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD, CHEQUE UP TO £50 IF
SUPPORTED BY A CHEQUE CARD, EXCEPT TO KNOWN CLIENTS OR BY PRIOR ARRANGEMENT
CREDIT CARDS WILL BE SUBJECT TO A SURCHARGE OF 2.5%
PLEASE NOTE: A BUYERS PREMIUM OF 15% (INCLUSIVE OF VAT) WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR
INVOICE. THIS SURCHARGE WILL BE ITEMISED SEPARATELY.
V.A.T. ON FOREIGN IMPORTS: LOTS PREFIXED WITH THE LETTER 'V' ARE IMPORTED FROM
OUTSIDE THE E.C. AND ARE OVER 100 YEARS OLD. THEY ARE SUBJECT TO A CHARGE OF 5% V.A.T.

AUCTION LOCATION MAP

CAR PARKING: THERE IS AMPLE ON SITE PARKING. WHEN TAKING DELIVERY OF BULKY OR HEAVY
LOTS CLIENTS MAY DRIVE TO THE DOORWAY OF THE AUCTION ROOM TO LOAD.
REFRESHMENTS: HOT MEALS AND SANDWICHES ARE SERVED DURING THE DAY AT CAFE
CONTINENTAL, LIGHT REFRESHMENTS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE AUCTION ROOM.
WE REGRET THAT SMOKING IS NOT PERMITTED IN THE AUCTION ROOM AT ANY TIME.

ARRANGEMENT FOR SALE 357
Monday 15th April 2019
(1) Postage Stamps of the World - Collections & Mixed lots
(2) Omnibus, Revenues & Cinderellas & Thematics, Postal History.
(3) Postage Stamps Classified by Country of Origin

Lots 1 - 78
Lots 79 - 93
Lots 94 - 600

Please note some mixed lots are sold WITHOUT RESERVE
Customer wishing to leave and collect their lots may do so at any time
Viewing by appointment only at the office or
At the Bowdon Hotel on the day of sale from 9.30am til 1.15pm
Auction to start at 2pm

Postage Stamps of the World - Collections & Mixed Lots
MIXED LOTS
1 A WORLD ACCUMULATION in a heavy BOX with all sorts mint and used, all periods, on and off paper, in envelopes,
£ 50
packets, in albums or stockbooks, commercial mail, FDCs, vast amount to sort through here, 1000s.
2 A WORLD CLEAROUT - Accumulation incl Cyprus in Grafton album, old time world in a Schwaneberger printed album,
£ 20
various in binders, loose on and off paper etc, 100s.
3 A WORLD Clearout in a carton including Ireland in a binder with defin set to £5 mint, French colonies in a stockbook,
Spain in stockbook, Grafton springback album, loose in packets, Scott International printed album world colln for 1920-29
£ 45
etc, 1000s.

4 A WORLD Clearout in a carton including United States 19th century on leaves in a largely empty album, nice New
Zealand collection in well filled binder, Grafton springback albums incl India & Iceland, loose in packets, etc, 1000s.

£ 48

5 ACCUMULATION in a heavy BOX with all sorts mint and used, all periods, Grafton springback album, world on and off
paper, in envelopes, packets, in albums or stockbooks, commercial mail, FDCs, vast amount to sort through here, 1000s.

£ 50

6 ACCUMULATION mainly worldwide including French Colonies collection in a water damaged stockbook, Netherlands
£ 35
colln in large stockbook, various loose, USA commems in a stockbook, packets etc, 100s.
7 AFRICA - 1965-1978 Attractive written up collection on 18 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers / cards,
labels, FDCs, and overprints noted Epreuve De Luxe imperf cards for Cameroun 1971 Yaounde Exhibition (4), Chad 1971
Philexocam Epreuve De Luxe cards (6) plus larger card with set of 6 imperf, Angola incl 1965 label, 1950 M/S f.u. (cat £29),
£ 65
1970 Ltd Edition FDC etc, intr lot, Ex Eric Stannard.

8 ALBUM PAGES - Accumulation on a pile of album pages in a box for Br. C/W, Foreign and European including
Nyasaland, USA, India, nice Austria collection from early issues, Australia on stockpages incl Navigators to £2 used (cat
£75+), 1948 Arms to £2 used, Switzerland STC £90, Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Japan, Finland STC £150, many 100s mint
£ 75
and used, all periods.

9 ALBUM PAGES - World ranges and country sections on leaves including Denmark from earlies, Netherlands on Scott
printed pages. Finland mint ranges, Luxembourg earlies on stockpage, S. Rhodesia GVI mint, etc, 100s.
£ 60
10 ALLSORTS BOX with all sorts mint and used, all periods, Germany in a peg album early to modern, Grafton springback
album, world on and off paper, in envelopes, packets, small boxes, Alderney FDCs, commercial mail, vast amount to sort
through here, 1000s.
£ 28

11 ALLSORTS BOX with all sorts mint and used, all periods, Grafton springback album, world on and off paper, in
envelopes, packets, small boxes, Switzerland on leaves, commercial mail, vast amount to sort through here, 1000s.

£ 28

12 ALLSORTS BOX with all sorts mint and used, all periods, Portugal & Spain in a peg album early to modern, Grafton
springback album, world on and off paper, in envelopes, packets, small boxes, commercial mail, vast amount to sort
£ 28
through here, 1000s.

13 AN OVERFULL WAYFARER ALBUM - With a world mint and used, all periods collection, many 100s including Br.
C/Wealth, Europe, Foreign, Asia, GB etc, mist be at least a couple of thousand all different.
£ 28
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14 BATTERED INTERNATIONAL Printed album for world countries including India Qv from first issues, Japan,
Switzerland, Turkey etc from 19th century to turn of the century issues, sparse in places and very mixed. Odd better.

£ 75

15 BATTERED OLD IMPERIAL ALBUM - With a mainly 19th century range of many different countries mint and used incl
Ceylon QV Imperf and perf to 1s & 2s, Hong Kong QV to 48c, India loose from QV incl vals to 5r, GV to 15r, Labuan, North
Borneo incl 1c orange imperf block of 4, 1894 $2 green postal used, Cape of Good Hope triangles 4d blue (2), 6d lilac,
Zululand 6d purple on rose mint with broken N variety, Canada, Bermuda, British West Indies, etc, very mixed but maybe
£ 75
odd better to be found.

16 Binder of worldwide ranges with strength in Asian countries including North Borneo 1950-52 vals to $2 used, Sarawak
1950 set used, 1955-59 values to $5 used, Hong Kong 1962-73 set used, and values to $10 mint, 1966 Churchill set m &
£ 125
u, Penang 1949-52 set used, 1960 set used, Singapore both GVI perf sets used and a small qty of covers.

17 BOX containing a varied range incl Windsor album with 1948 RSW set used and 1951 set to £1 used, flat box with intr
FDCs, event covers, sets and singles on stockcards, GB 1998 year pack, 1987 & 1990 yearbooks, Canada in mint blocks
£ 40
in old stockbinder, etc.

18 BOX Containing a world accumulation noted Israel 1980s mint sets (tabbed) on many leaves, Br. C/W 1950s mint on
leaves, world ranges on album pages, loose on and off paper in bags, junior collections, GB incl FDCs, commercial mail,
£ 60
some better in a dilapidated World album m & u earlier etc, 1000s to sort.

19 BOX With a world miscellany including Exeter peg album with France, Netherlands and other European areas, large
stockbook of used Channel Islands, Godden album with French colonies, Netherlands in a large stockbook from earlier,
£ 65
Algeria in stockbook, Switzerland in a stockbook, etc 100s.

20 BOX With a world miscellany including Isle of Man FDCS in binder, Canada on Hagners & mint in a large stockbook,
USA modern face in stockbook incl self-adhesives, France incl 1927 Sinking Fund set used, 1980s U/M sets in an album,
£ 50
Scandinavia in large binder, Switzerland etc, 100s.

21 BOX with useful collections and ranges in 5 albums / stockbooks / leaves including GB QV onwards GV seahorses
ranges to 10/-, 1938 to 10/-, odd better Spain set m, West Germany 1970-77 U/M in Lindner hingeless album, Niue country
colln STC £100s 1953-94 U/M, Br. Africa incl Swaziland 1938 set to 10/- mint, Basutoland 1938 set to 10/- m, S. Africa,
SWA, world on leaves, useful to split.
£ 400

22 BRITISH AFRICA: Accumulation all periods mint and used in four stockbooks and a binder including nice South Africa
mainstream defins and commems incl GV to 10s, N & S. Rhodesia incl GVI ranges, Rhodesia from GV, KUT many values
to 10s, etc, 100s to sort through in a box.
£ 60

23 British Africa collection on large amount of leaves in a heavy springback album incl QV to 1960s mint, U/M & used,
noted Br. S.Africa, Rhodesia 1893 4/- pair used cat £110), 1896 ovpts 1d & 4d used, Basutoland 1937 Coron. FDC, 1938
to 10/- used, 2/6 m, 1961 set to R1 m, 1961 surcharges incl diff types m, Bechuanaland incl ovpt inv. var (forged), 1938
mint vals to 5/- (2), 1961 surch m incl pairs with wide and narrow date m, 1961 set m, QV P/S cards (3), Botswana, Cape
of Good Hope 4d blue triangle f.u., 1902 PASSED PRESS CENSOR cvr to UK, 1904 1d rose QV P/S env uprated EDVII
1d carmine plus 4 other P/S cards un, Lesotho, Natal, ORC, Swaziland incl 1961 surchs mint, 1961 set to R2 m, 1962 set
£ 325
m, Transvaal, Zululand etc, also some intr covers and P/S cards, odd mixed but mainly sound, high cat value.

24 British Commonwealth a useful and valuable collection for countries Aden to Bahamas in a ring binder mint and used
on leaves mainly GVI to QEII with better noted including Aden 1939-48 set m (cat £120), 1951 Surch set m (cat £85), 1953
set 25 to both 20s mint (cat £160), Hadhramaut issues 1942 set (cat £70), 1949 RSW, 1951 surch set used (cat £75), 1955
set m, Antigua 1938 set m (cat £130), 1953-62 set m (cat £85), Ascension 1922 ovpt set minus 3s (cat £200), 1924-33 set
12 to 3s m (cat £350), 1934 set (cat £120), 1938 14 vals to 5s mint, 1956 set m (cat £140), 1963 Birds set f.u. (cat £55),
Bahamas 1942 Columbus set mint (cat £80, 3d shows blob in C unlisted variety), 1948 Tercent. set m (cat £75), Barbados
£ 400
etc, clean lot with huge catalogue value in excess of £2000.

25 British Commonwealth accumulation in a BOX with some better, various early to modern on leaves, noted Mauritius,
NZ on leaves, stockbook with 100s loose mint & used for Malta, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Trinidad & Tobago, Fiji, Br. Guiana,
£ 65
Egypt in a stockbook, collection on New Age leaves in a springback etc, 100s.

26 British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton including Hong Kong, Gibraltar GV to 2s, Australia, Canada, old time
£ 50
ledger album with early to modern mint and used, various in other volumes, etc.
27 British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton including Malayan states, Singapore to $5 on leaves, Malta in printed
hingeless album, New Age albums (2) with GVI/QEII colln, m & u, Malaysia in a binder etc, 100s.
£ 100
28 British Commonwealth accumulation in a heavy box with country sections in various albums and stockbooks QV to
modern, mint and used including Victoria ranges duplicated incl OS perfins, KUT, QEII mint 1960s, Malta, remaindered
collection in a Devon album, Canada modern in stockbook, GVI in a 22 ring album, NZ modern collection, very useful NZ
£ 200
early to modern in springback with better throughout etc, 100s.
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29 British Commonwealth accumulation in various albums and on leaves noted Br. Africa, Natal, Cape of Good Hope
triangles 1d & 6d, Rhodesia, SWA, S. Africa, India from 1854 plus officials, NZ, Aden values to R10 f.u., Morocco Agencies,
Perak QV surcharges cat £180+, Cyprus 1938 to 90pi used, loose off paper in bags, Malta ½d brown NT joined variety in
£ 150
positional blk of 6 U/M, etc, 100s.

30 British Commonwealth accumulation including Sierra Leone 1938 set to £1 mint, Malta colln in binder, modern Australia
& New Zealand with many fine used sets (good cat), Malayan states with values to $5, Cyprus earlier mint, Singapore in
£ 80
stockbook with vals to $5 used, etc, 100s.

31 British Commonwealth Accumulation of better collections in a heavy carton including much useful noted Gibraltar 18861979 Mint and used collection in Marini printed loose leaf album, NZ FDCs, Australia 1953-1999 An extensive used
collection STC £1100+, 1937 Coronation part sets on 63 covers mainly first day of issue plus appears complete mint in
special album, Canada Stockpages with a useful mint / unmounted mint range incl better noted, South Africa Coll in
Lighthouse springback album with useful mint and used and covers range incl 1913 10/- pair used, etc huge catalogue
value, cheap start price.
£ 400

32 British Commonwealth all periods in a binder jumbled on leaves with some better including Canada QV 5c beaver &
1c rose used, GV/GVI to $1 used, Ceylon incl GVI to R5, Cyprus incl QV to 6pi, GV to 18pi, GVI to 90pi, Falkland Is. Deps
1944 overprint set of 32 mint, 1954 to 1s mint m, Fiji etc. Good cat value, 100s.
£ 75

33 British Commonwealth all periods in a CARTON jumbled on leaves in a binder with India, Labuan, with 1883 to 40c
mint, Jamaica, Omnibus including 1946 Victory, 1960s sets, some better including Canada QV 5c beaver & 1c rose used,
GV/GVI to $1 used, Ceylon incl GVI to R5, Cyprus incl QV to 6pi, GV to 18pi, GVI to 90pi, Falkland Is. Deps 1944 overprint
£ 75
set of 32 mint, 1954 to 1s mint m, Fiji etc. Good cat value, 100s.

34 British Commonwealth all periods in a CARTON loose in envelopes, stockbooks, jumbled on leaves in three binders,
packets, North Borneo m & u to $10, Samoa, St Helena, useful Australia GV Roos and Heads in a binder jumbled on leaves,
£ 80
QEII in a 22 ring binder etc, good sorter etc. 100s.

35 British Commonwealth an extensive accumulation a large box with most value in modern 2000s Canada booklets and
miniature sheets, sets in packets from new issues etc, also QV to modern on leaves in albums and loose, great sorter lot,
£ 100
many 1000s. Huge C$ face on Canada alone.

36 British Commonwealth collection in old tatty peg album with useful content throughout including some better Malayan
states to $5, Indian convention states incl Jind, India QV to middle incl better values, Jamaica GVI to 10/-, KUT to £1, RSW
£ 300
sets mint etc, diverse ranges ideal for pickings.

37 British Commonwealth dozens of stockcards, loose in packets, part leaves a wide range of different countries from QV
to modern, odd better noted including Malta 1922 to 5s used, 1926 Postage overprint to 10s used, Cyprus GV mint values,
£ 50
Br. P.O. in China to 50c, NZ modern booklets, Canada modern booklets etc, etc, huge sorter, 100s.

38 British Commonwealth GVI Album in red containing a mainly used (some mint) collection with a good range of
countries, defin in part sets, useful seen including Aden, Bechuanaland 1938-52 set, Hong Kong, Sierra Leone etc, 100s.

£ 425

39 British Commonwealth New Ideal Album with a A to Z collection (sparse) mint and used for early to 1936, noted Cape
of Good Hope triangles 1d (2), 4d, 6d (2), & 1s (all faults), Canada incl 1859 17c used, Hong Kong, BWI, Newfoundland,
£ 60
N. Borneo, etc, very mixed 100s.

40 British Commonwealth singles in a stockbook mint and used for different countries from QV onwards including Antigua
6d green SG 29 mint (cat £60), Ceylon 1s violet SG 25 mint (cat £140), Cyprus, Fiji, Malta, Lagos, N. Borneo, Seychelles
GVI incl 1r green (cat £160), Natal, Newfoundland (Cat £1000+), S. Africa, Canada etc, total catalogue is in excess of
£ 500
£3900+. (Approx 120 stamps).

41 CARTON Containing a world accumulation noted USA in springback album, Europe in a springback album and slipcase,
Italy in peg album, various loose in packets, off paper etc, 100s.
£ 40
42 Clearout in a BOX includes huge East Germany collection in large Scott album, USA on stockcards, various loose,
Grafton springback album, in packets, on and off paper etc, 100s. Heavy!
£ 25
43 Clearout in a BOX includes Netherlands stockbook, Grafton springback album, loose in bags, in packets, on and off
paper etc, 100s.
£ 25
44 Collector's Clearout in a carton including USA colln in binder, Norway colln in album, Netherlands Davo album
£ 45
collection, Finland on stockpages, Grafton springback album, loose in packets etc, 1000s.
45 Collector's clearout in a CARTON with Channel Islands mint collections in two well filled 22 ring albums, world ranges
£ 20
in springback albums, Foreign & Br. C/W, GB in stockbooks, junior type collns, all sorts here, 100s.
46 Collector's clearout in a CARTON with old time Lincoln album with 19th century ranges, GB & Foreign in a large
£ 20
stockbook, GB, junior type collns, etc, 1000s, all sorts here.
47 Collector's clearout in a CARTON with USA Year packs and Legends sheetlets in envelopes, world ranges in springback
albums, Foreign & Br. C/W, GB in stockbooks, loose on and off paper, all sorts here, 100s.
£ 28
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48 Collector's clearout in a CARTON with world in three springback albums, GB, junior type collns, Germany printed album
£ 25
from early to modern, loose, etc, 1000s, all sorts here.
49 Collector's clearout in a CARTON with world ranges in springback albums, stockbooks, loose on and off paper, all sorts
£ 20
here, 100s.
50 Collector's clearout in a CARTON with world ranges in springback albums, stockbooks, loose on and off paper, all sorts
here, 100s.
£ 20
51 Collector's clearout in a CARTON with world ranges in springback albums, Foreign & Br. C/W, GB stockbooks, loose
on and off paper, all sorts here, 100s.
£ 20
52 Collector's clearout in a CARTON with Worldwide collection mint & used in three well filled binders, world ranges in
springback albums, Foreign & Br. C/W, GB in stockbooks, loose on and off paper, all sorts here, 100s.
£ 20
53 Collector's clearout with a myriad of material from different countries with nice single collections, mixed in springback
album with useful Germany issues from different areas better cat up to £650 each, Indonesia in album, Canada collection,
Rumania in stockbook, Netherlands, various on stockcards with some better sets, covers and cards in carton, 100s.

£ 340

54 EUROPA - 1954-1989 Well filled DAVO printed album (very fine condition) with a good collection of mainly unmounted
mint, some mint & odd used sets throughout to 1989, then 1983-89 EUROPA symbol sets U/M, 100s. Albums expensive
£ 50
new.

55 EUROPE - Accumulation in stockbooks & Lindner printed album with all periods mint and used with useful sections for
Switzerland from early Sitting Helvetias to 1f gold, imperf to 40r, Germany Occupations and Territories in a well filled
Lindner album incl Serbia mint sets, Estonia, Gen Govt, Luxembourg, Bohemia & Moravia, France used assembly in a
springback noted 1936 100th Flight set used (cat £180), Greece 1976-86 mint collection in printed album, Austria in two
£ 280
DAVO albums with nice sets etc, plenty to go at here, 100s. Heavy BOX.

56 EUROPEAN ACCUMULATION in numerous albums and stockbooks including collections for Saar, Finland in Davo
album, Germany Reich mint on stockpages, Greece useful mainstream in stockbook, Norway with much useful, Denmark
and Iceland STC £1200 on leaves, Netherlands in stockbook & printed album with useful used colln, etc, 100s. Heavy BOX.

£ 125

57 EXHIBITIONS 1911-1995 an extensive balance of a collection by Eric Stannard on dozens of album pages in two
boxfiles for National & International Stamp Shows, covers with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers,
miniature sheets, publicity labels etc including France 1982 Philex cover with Falklands Victory cachet, Poland 1911-12
labels (5), Rumania 1932 M/S mint, 1958 Stamp Cent M/S mint, Russia, Rhodesia, Singapore, Colombia, Cuba, Taiwan,
Italy 1983-88, BWI, Hawaii labels 1951 (4), Egypt, Central Africa, Belgium, Finland, Portugal, East Germany (many) incl
1954 M/S mint, San Marino, Guatemala, Chile, Bolivia, Thailand, Venezuela, Iceland, etc 1960s-80s many covers and
£ 200
cards, plus much more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric Stannard.

58 Ideal Album FOREIGN for countries K to Z with a mint and used assembly & odd better incl from 19th century issues
for European, Americas, USA, Asia, Scandinavia etc, very tatty spine but approx 2000+ stamps all different!
£ 200
59 Interesting assembly in a flat plastic crate with better content throughout ideal for breakdown including Portugal perf
& imperf 25r red duplicated in envs & packets with many numeral postmarks, Port. India Crown 20r bistre in vert strip of
3 m, Cook Is. P/S cards (2), Port. Colonies earlies in an old envelope and nice collection on leaves, Greenland mint sets,
Stamps on stamps thematic mint ranges in packet, Switzerland 1943 M/S, Togo 100f Epreuve del luxe, Simla OHMS 15r
on piece tied boxed cachets, Thailand earlies in an old club book plus on leaves, Persia from earlies and intr 1915 onwards
on leaves, Spain earlies from imperfs, Hamburg locals (100+), Australia 1971 Xmas pane of 25, etc, so much more,
£ 380
fascinating ranges. 100s.

60 KILOWARE - A World accumulation in bags of modern on paper sorted into countries or mixed very modern incl Br.
C/Wealth, Japan, Australia etc, 1000s to sort and soak.
£ 18
61 KILOWARE - A Worldwide accumulation in bags of modern on paper sorted into countries or mixed very modern incl
£ 18
Br. C/Wealth, Japan, Australia etc, 1000s to sort and soak.
62 KILOWARE - Accumulation approx 2kg in weight of modern Br. C/Wealth & Foreign on paper mostly nice pictorial
£ 18
issues, some higher rates etc, 100s to sort and soak!
63 MIDDLE EAST - Unmounted mint collection in a nice Scott printed album with many attractive sets from Ajman incl
1965 Olympics set, 1966 Churchill set perf & imperf, 1967 New Curr. set, 1967 Cars set, Fujeira, 1966 Khor Fakkan
sheetlets, Manama gold foil round issues, setenant strips perf and imperf, Ras Al Khamia, Sharjah, Umm Al Qiwain etc,
£ 65
nice collection STC €220.

64 MIXED Accumulation in a BOX including Grafton album, New Zealand well filled binder with decent mainstream used
collection QV to 1970s with odd better sets, and runs, Ireland in a stockalbum, world in packets and loose, world in an old
time International 19th century album (1896 edition) with sparse ranges, Austria earlier in a springback album, Thailand on
£ 50
leaves, etc, 1000s.
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65 MIXED ACCUMULATION in a heavy BOX with all sorts mint and used, all periods, Grafton springback album, world
on and off paper, in envelopes, packets, in albums or stockbooks, commercial mail, FDCs, vast amount to sort through
£ 50
here, 1000s.

66 SCANDINAVIA - Accumulation in stockbooks & Davo album with all periods mint and used with useful sections for
Denmark from imperfs, early defins, framed defins to 100o, Danish West Indies, airmails, Norway from earlies to 8sk,
posthorns, Sweden useful mainstream collection in a well filled DAVO printed album mainly used, Iceland in a peg album
£ 100
mint & used (100s), etc, 100s.

67 SCANDINAVIA - Accumulation of various collections in albums, stockbooks and leaves early to modern, mint and used
noted Norway stockbook, Sweden almost empty Davo printed album, Denmark in a Borek album, Finland on Scott leaves
£ 100
from Serpentines 8p, 20p, 40p, Sweden on old leaves, etc, 100s, good cat value.

68 SCANDINAVIA Old Time collection on jumbled leaves with useful earlier material including Norway posthorns to 20o,
Finland earlies 1875 to 1m lilac, Sweden from earlies 1858 30o brown, 1862 20o red, 1872 6o lilac, others to 1r brown and
£ 100
blue (2) cat £65 each, Postage Dues to 1k, etc, very mixed but some useful to be extracted / sorted.

69 SCOTT INTERNATIONAL Printed album for world countries including Austria, Hungary, Switzerland, India, Persia,
Russia, Sweden, Japan, South America from 19th century to turn of the century issues, sparse in places and very mixed.
£ 50
Odd better.

70 SHOEBOX - World accumulation in packets, on stockcards, loose mint and used with better throughout including France
£ 50
earlies, Germany, Romania, Finland, Br. C/W omnibus sets mint in packets etc, 100s. Great sorter.
71 SORTER BOX with all sorts mint and used, all periods, Grafton springback album, world on and off paper, in envelopes,
packets, small boxes, bags, commercial mail, vast amount to sort through here, 1000s.
£ 28
72 WORLD ACCUMULATION in a heavy BOX with all sorts mint and used, all periods, binder with Australia & Austria
collections, world on and off paper, in envelopes, packets, in albums or stockbooks, commercial mail, FDCs, vast amount
£ 50
to sort through here, 1000s.

73 WORLD Clearout in a carton including Australia in stockbook, Denmark collection, Germany in a DAVO album, Egypt
colln in a Grafton springback album, loose in packets, Nicaragua colln in large binder with many nice thematics, Scott
£ 40
International printed album 1928-32 sparse incl a few China etc, 1000s.

74 WORLD Clearout in a carton including Liechtenstein collection, Netherlands collection, Denmark collection STC £100s,
£ 35
Grafton springback album, loose in packets, etc, 1000s.
75 WORLD in packets and envelopes on and off paper sorted into countries with good quantity of different countries early
£ 15
to modern, 100s.
76 WORLD mainly off paper sorted in TWO FILE BOXES in packets and envelopes on and off paper sorted into countries
£ 20
with good quantity of different countries early to modern, 1000s.
77 WORLD mainly off paper sorted in TWO FILE BOXES in packets and envelopes on and off paper sorted into countries
with good quantity of different countries early to modern, noted Russia etc, 1000s.
£ 20
78 WORLD OFF PAPER in various shoeboxes in a carton, huge amount of early to modern world countries mainly used,
some on paper GB in box etc , 1000s to sort.
£ 18
ACCESSORIES
79 ALBUM PAGES - Nine complete packs of 50 leaves for Grafton or Pragnell-Rapkin albums. 450 brand new pages.
£ 10
80 EMPTY ALBUMS & BINDERS - Heavy box with various empty albums incl Stamford springback with new leaves in
red and slipcase, Scott printed world album, Safe binder and slipcase, two new stockbooks and Windsor printed album.

£ 10

81 EMPTY ALBUMS & STOCKBOOKS - Heavy box with various empty albums incl Monaco Schaubek leaves, Belgium
KA-BE leaves, large black stockbook used, Isle of Man hingeless binder etc.
£8
82 EMPTY BINDERS AND STOCKBOOKS incl Two Grafton springbacks without leaves, large China stockbook, two Royal
Mail cover albums with sleeves, Netherlands Davo album.
£ 10
EPHEMERA
83 1940-52 ROYALTY Correspondence mainly thank You letters (cover and contents) for telegrams sent etc incl Queen
Mary (1948), Prime Minister of NZ in May 1940 (with original envelope), 1940 Buckingham Palace from the Queen,
£ 30
Duchess of Kent 1945, 1952 Duke of Windsor, Queen sympathies etc. Intr group. (9 items).

OMNIBUS
84 1935 Silver Jubilee omnibus sets in small binder with approx 24 different sets both mint or used, and various part sets,
some mixed condition but unchecked for varieties, (approx 24 sets)
£ 48
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85 1937 Coronation omnibus sets in small binder with good degree of completion, also a few covers incl Falkland Is., both
mint or used, and various part sets, some mixed condition, adhering to the page etc but includes Newfoundland long set
£ 30
mint (fine).

86 1949 UPU omnibus sets in small binder with approx 30 different sets both mint or used, and various part sets, some
£ 30
mixed condition otherwise fine, (approx 30+ sets)
REVENUES & CINDERELLA
87 REGISTERED ETIQUETTES - A substantial all different collection laid out by countries and in alphabetical order for
many 100s including strength in Netherlands A to Z (approx 600+), a few Neth. Colonies, Germany (300+), Cyprus Nicosia
large label, Zagreb, Monte-Carlo h/s (2), Austria, Italy, GB, France, Australian states, Baghdad, Bengasi, Argentina, etc,
huge qty for expansion.
£ 40

88 South America revenues collection countries on leaves from Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
£ 100
Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Salvador, Venezuela etc, (c140).
THEMATICS
89 DISNEY - Approx 31 different miniature sheets from worldwide countries mainly CTO used Guyana, Grenada, St
£ 25
Vincent, Dominica, Anguilla, Antigua etc. Colourful collection.
90 SHIPS & EXPLORERS - A useful and attractive collection in a large Schaubek binder with 130+ pages typed up in
German for dozens of different country sets and covers from middle to modern periods noted British Commonwealth
Solomon Is. ½d blue Canoe f.u., Thailand, Fr. Colonies, USA, India 1895 Sea Post Office regd from Peshawar (2 diff), Hong
Kong 1941 Centenary set used, Singapore 1971 Paintings mint, Norfolk Is. 1969 cvr signed postmaster, Canada,
Newfoundland, St Helena QEII £1 bank note (v. fine), Russia, Africa, Americas, TAAF, European areas, miniature sheets
£ 200
U/M etc, etc, colourful and attractive lot, ideal for expansion, 100s.

91 SHIPS & MARITIME - A useful and attractive collection in a large Schaubek binder with 80+ pages typed up in German
for dozens of different country sets and covers from 19th century to modern periods noted Russia, European, Br.
Commonwealth, Paquebot covers, Jamaica GVI combn cover, 1980 Posted QE2 World Cruise cvr, Germany 1931 Seepost
PPC RP Ship Europa, USA incl early covers 1893 Columbus 6c tied to Hamburg packet cover tied US GERMAN SEA P.O.,
1897 GB to SMS Charlotte Berlin, GB 1872 E.L from Hull 3d tied Hull 383 with enclosure from Hamburg Ship offices,
Curacao Paquebot ½ & 2t labels mint, 1872 Steamship Insurance doc, 1872 London E.L. from Cloid Routledge Ship Brokers
cachet, USA cvr 1884 sent per Britannia, USA 1861 E.L. sent per SS Europa to Cologne plus two or three others & 1832
per Black Warrior with Steamship 10 marks, 1898 PPC Remember the Maine - US Dynamite Cruiser nicely used 1c Omaha
tied MILWAUKEE 1898 oval cancel, Steamer City of Brussels, Benin Epreuve deluxe, India Sea P.O., miniature sheets
U/M, two 1859 Amsterdam bill of lading for Catharina or Antina vessels, etc, etc, fascinating and attractive lot, ideal for
expansion, 100s.
£ 250

92 World Wildlife Fund: Collection of fabulous written up thematics on display pages in 5 special black albums and
slipcase, huge range of different animals and countries on various stamps, postcards, etc, each neatly printed in English
explaining the Duke of Edinburgh's' conservation. Nice and clean.
£ 100

ZEPPELIN FLIGHTS
93 1928 (26 Oct) Worn first flight cover for LZ127 from Lakehurst USA to Germany bearing $1.05 combination (rate from
the US to Germany) tied ERIE heavy cancels and large illustrated zeppelin cachet Sieger 22B, vertical fold and opened
£ 35
heavily but original typed letter enclosed to a stamp collector regarding the zeppelin flight.

AFGHANISTAN
94 1893-1932 Original unpicked small collection on New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 28 different defins and commems, imperf and perf with individual stamps cat up to £21 each, noted 1893
1a & 2a Coat of Arms, 1907 1a blue imperf vfu, 1a green imperf f.u., etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
£ 20
gaps. (c28, STC £70).

ALAND
95 1997-2003 Annual Year packs for 1997-99 and 2001-3 each with unmounted mint stamp sets for each year. Mainly fine.
£ 30
(6).
96 2004-2015 Annual Year packs for 2004, 2008-2011, 2013-2015 each with unmounted mint stamp sets for each year.
£ 45
Mainly fine. (9).
ALBANIA
97 1913-1930 Original superb collection on New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately 89
different defins and commems, surcharges and overprints noted 1913 Skanderberg set (top 3 vals mint cat £48), 1914
surcharges to 2gr mint, 1919 Fiscal surchs 5q & 10q used, 1925 Return of Govt set mint (cat £73), 1925 Proclamation set
m (cat £49), 1925 Air set mint (cat £80), 1925 President values to 3f mint 1927 air ovpt 1f & 2f mint, 1927 AZ & Wreath
1f-5f mint, 1928 Mbretania ovpt 15q brown used (cat £31), 25q to 5f mint (cat £43), etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c89), STC £445.
£ 140
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98 1913-1938 Extensive and valuable collection on leaves mint and used with much better content throughout including
1913 Handstamped Arms 10pa, 20pa, 1gr & 5gr (SG 16/7, 18 & 20), 1913 Skanderberg set 4 used, 1913 Independence
Anniv set 5 mint, 1914 surch set used plus 1gr, 2gr & 5gr mint, 1914 P. Due set used, 1914 P. Due TAKSE set, 1915
unissued to 6pi mint, 1915 Handstamped with crescent in circle 13 diff values mint & used (cat £138 5pi mint has crease),
1915 handstamped native seal 2gr on piece with Duraz CDS & 5gr used (cat £66), Korce 1917 set 8 m & u (cat £130), 1917
2nd set m & u, Provisional Govt ovpt set 6, 1919 Fiscals surcharged (7 diff) to 2f on 160h m & u, 1919 1gr on 25q blue mint,
1919 Comet straight tail 6 vals to 1f on 1.28k mint (cat £142) plus one with comet reversed variety, 1st comet h/s on 2q,
5q, 10q & 50q m & u (cat £74), 1920 unoverprinted from looted stocks, surcharged on Prince William mint values 2q to
50q1920 P . Dues set plus posthorn ovpts, 1921 BESA ovpts mainly mint (cat £65), 1925 Return of Govt set m (cat £65),
1925 Air set (cat £75), 1925 Proclamation set 7 m, 1927 Air ovpt set mainly mint, 1930 2nd Anniv. set m, 1930 P. Due set
used (cat £65), 1938 air set m (some tones, cat £70), 1937 25th Anniv set m (cat £65) plus M/S mint (cat £33), 1938 R.
Wedding set m (cat £40) plus M/S mint (cat £65), 1938 Tenth Anniv. set & M/S mint (cat £99), etc, substantial lot with
£ 650
enormous catalogue value.

99 1928 Inauguration of Vlore (Valona) - Brindisi Air Service overprinted key set of 7 hinged mint, very fine condition each
expertised on reverse, scarce set, SG 222/228 Cat £486.
£ 160
100 Italian P.O in Saseno: 1923 attractive Italy stamps overprinted Saseno operated on the Island off Albania 20c orange,
30c brown and 50c lilac all fine hinged mint, SG 3, 5 & 6. Cat £69.
£ 25
ANGOLA
101 ANGOLA - 1870-1930 Original superb collection on New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately different defins and commems, surcharges and overprints noted 1870 mint/unused 5r, 10r orange, 20r bistre,
20r red, 25r red, 25r lilac, 50r blue, 100r lilac, 200r & 300r (cat £150), used 40r blue (cat £190), 50r green, 1886 Embossed
set used (cat £100), 1894 set used, (cat £95), 1902 400r on 20r pink mint (cat £110), etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
£ 225
ideal to fill those gaps. (Approx 200, STC £715).

ANTIGUA
102 Collection on Hagner pages mint and used from GV to QEII noted 1938 to 5s mint, QEII 1950s to $4.80 mint (light
£ 24
tones), range of commoner commems etc.
ASCENSION
103 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.
104 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.

£ 28
£ 48

AUSTRALIA
105 1913 10s grey and pink heavy mounted mint example centred right with slight creases and thinned, tone spot along
£ 45
the top and some uneven perfs, otherwise nice spacefiller SG 14 Cat £900. Only 5% cat.
106 1913 2s brown mounted mint example centred right with slight bends and thinned, good perfs and colour, SG 12 Cat
£ 40
£275. Only 15% cat.
107 1915 5s grey and yellow hinged mint with poor short corner in bottom left otherwise fresh colour, SG 42 Cat £275.
£ 35
108 1916 2s brown fine hinged mint example, few blunt perfs top right otherwise fine colour, SG 41 Cat £275.
£ 48
109 1918 10s grey and aniline-pink well centred example used with REGISTERED CDS cancel, vertical red crayon line
£ 40
and short corner in SW otherwise sound, SG 43a Cat £325.
110 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 156/8.
£ 18
111 Collection in an SG printed loose-leaf album mainly fine used to 1978 includes 1963 Navigators to £1, 1948 Arms set
to £2 used, 1937-49 to £1 used, most 1930s-40s commem sets, GV Heads to 1/4d, Roos to 2s for diff printings etc. Useful
£ 75
cat value.

112 Schaubek Printed album with a mint & used collection to 1983 includes 1913 Roos ½d to 2½d & 4d mint (cat £225),
used 1s & 2s (tear), 1915 to 2s brown used, 1929 1s mint top marginal, 1931 to 2s mint, GV Heads 1918 1/4d mint, 1963
Navigators set to £2 mint (cat £120), 1948 Arms set to £2 used, 1937-49 to £1 used, most 1930s-40s commem sets, etc.
£ 180
Huge cat value.

113 Seven Seas Printed album with a mint & used to 1980 includes 1963 Navigators £2 mint (cat £55), 1948 Arms set
to £2 used, 1937-49 to £1 used, most 1930s-40s commem sets, GV Heads to 1/4d, Roos to 5s for diff printings, 1971 Xmas
£ 125
setenant block mint, etc. Huge cat value.

AUSTRALIAN STATES
114 Large Stockbook with a useful classics range including New South Wales from imperfs, later perf vals to 5s,
£ 48
Queensland Chalon heads to 2/6, South Australia imperf & perf heads, etc. Nice original lot, high cat value.
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115 New South Wales: 1890 P.10 5s lilac bottom marginal hinged mint example, few gum bends otherwise superb and
£ 100
fresh, SG 263 Cat £275.
116 New South Wales: 1890 P.11 5s lilac hinged mint example, few light tones on reverse perfs and one pulled perf NE
£ 125
corner, otherwise superb and fresh, SG 263a Cat £375.
117 New South Wales: Officials; 1881 P.10 8d yellow fine hinged mint example overprinted OS in black, showing
additional watermark inverted variety, SG O10a Cat £500 as normal watermark.
£ 100
118 Old time stockbook with a useful classics range including New South Wales 1850 2d blue (2 Cat £170 each), 1851
imperfs 1d red (3), 2d blue (8), 3d green, 1853 8d yellow (cut into Cat £600),1854 1d (2), 3d green (4), 1854 Square values
5d, 6d grey or brown (10), 8d yellow-orange (cat £1300, tear), 1s red (3), 1856 Registered imperf & perf (3), then a huge
£ 350
range of perf issues to 5s, officials etc. Nice original lot, high cat value.

119 Queensland: 1864 Registered (6d) yellow unused Perf 13 (usual rough perfs) showing SPECIMEN overprint diagonally
in black, sound, SG 49s.
£ 75
120 Queensland: Stockbook with a useful classics range including 1860-67 Chalon heads (31) to 1s perf, 1864-1874 to
1s, then later Chalons to 1s (approx 60), 1880 high values 2s blue (2), 2/6, 5s (2), 10s & 20s all fiscal used, 1882-95 Large
values 2s, 2/6 (2), 5s (6), 10s (2), £1 green (4), then perf Heads to 2s mint & mainly used, etc. Nice original lot, high cat
£ 180
value.

121 South Australia: Stockbook with a useful classics range including 1856 Imperfs 1d green, 2d red (3), 6d, 1858 roulette
1d green, 6d, 1d orange, 1860s issues to 1s yellow or 1s orange, 1860s to 2s, then a huge range of perf issues to 2/6, also
few NSW officials etc. Nice original lot, high cat value.
£ 150

122 Tasmania: POSTMARKS Large collection in 3 stockbooks of Views issue sorted by values with masses of postmarks
throughout incl DEVIOT, MOUNT SEYMOUR, COOEE CREEK, LYMINGTON, ROSS, LONGSFORD, DELORAINE, CAMI,
BEACONSFIELD, BURNI, DEVONPORT, FINGAL, CLEVES TOWN, LATROBE, MOLE CREEK etc, duplication present,
£ 150
great study lot. Approx. 600.

123 Victoria: Stockbook with a useful assembly mainly used including 1850s Half lengths imperfs 1d red nice fine used,
3d blue (3), 2d drab, 1852 2d brown (2), 1s blue imperf f.u., one penny carmine-pink imperf f.u., 6d orange imperf fu, 1s
registered used (faults), 2s blue-green imperf (2), Stamp Duty defins to 10s (3) & £1, wide range of 1850s imperf heads and
£ 300
shades, different printings etc, huge cat value (£2400+ for mentioned alone).

AUSTRIA
124 1850-1936 Original unpicked collection on New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range of
approximately 300 different defins and overprints, from early imperfs incl 1k yellow and 2k black, 1858 3k black, 1867 50kr
brown f.u., 1883 complete, 1890 complete, 1899 complete, 1908 60th Anniv. set to 5k, 1922 Fund set m, 1923 Fund set
m, 1924 Fund set m, 1934 Welfare Fund set mint (cat £114), 1935 Air set mint (cat £125), etc. Useful lot mainly sound and
£ 250
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c300). High catalogue value.

125 1850-2002 Extensive mainly postal used collection on well filled album leaves with many better sets and ranges
including 1850 imperfs mainly complete f.u., 180s perf issues fine used CDS, Head values to 50k used (2 diff printings cat
£275 each), newspaper stamps, 1890s complete, 1908 60th Anniv. set to 10k used (cat £150), 1910 80th Birthday 13 vals
to 1k used (cat £200), Lombardy & Venetia, 1922 Musicians Fund set, 1928 Fund 8 of 10 used (cat £114), 1924 Fund set
used (cat £111), 1925 air 16 vals to 2s used, 1936 Welfare set used (cat £75), 1935 air to 2s used, 1937 Doctors set used,
1934 Renner set used, 1950 Birds Airs incl 3s & 5s f.u. (cat £320), Plebiscite set used (cat £158), 1951 Fund set used (cat
£112), etc, massive amount of commem sets and ranges to 2002. Huge cat value in excess of £2500 for listed alone. 100s.

£ 600

126 1925 Air 3s brown unmounted mint very fine key value, SG 633.
£ 45
127 1931 Austrian Writers & Youth Unemployment Fund set of 6 mainly very lightly hinged or unmounted mint, lovely set,
SG 673/677. Cat £150 for mint.
£ 45
128 1933 250th Anniv. of Relief of Vienna short set of 5 unmounted mint, missing 50g, mainly very fine, SG 7-6/9, 711
£ 85
Cat £237 for mint.
129 1934 Costumes 5s black top value unmounted mint, very fine, SG 737.
£ 20
130 1934-1954 Charity sets a lovely mint collection on leaves with better sets including 1934 Welfare set (cat £87), 1935
Welfare Set (cat £90), 1936 Welfare set, 1937 Welfare set, 1946 Renner set, 1946 Race Fund set, 1948 Cathedral Fund
set, 1948 Artists Assoc set, 1948 POW set unmounted mint (cat £54), 1951 Reconstruction Fund set (cat £88), etc, useful
£ 175
lot STC £695+.

131 AUSTRIA - TERRITORIES - LEVANT: Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 60 different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 40
(c60).
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132 Postage Dues: A superb collection mint and used sets with useful including 1894 set to 50k brown used (cat £155),
1899 set perf and imperf, 1908 set used, range of T ovpts (8) used, P or Taxe h/s, then many sets to 1985 STC £210+.

£ 55

AZORES
133 AZORES - 1868-1936 Original unpicked collection on New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range
of approximately 200 different defins and issues from early perfs incl Curved label 10r & 20r unused, 100r lilac cat £250
(toned o.g. signed on reverse), 120r blue (cat £140), 1871 Straight labels 8 vals to 300r m & u (cat £350), 1880s to 1000r,
1894 Navigator to 500r, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c200). High catalogue value.

£ 150

BAHAMAS
134 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 141/4.
135 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 141/4.

£ 16
£ 80

BARBADOS
136 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 241/4. £ 110
BASUTOLAND
137 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 11/14.

£ 60

BECHUANALAND
138 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 111/14. £ 175
BELGIUM
139 1849-1936 Original unpicked collection on New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range of
approximately 225 different defins and issues from 1849 10c & 20c, 1861 40c, 1863 perf set, 1865 to 1f, 1890s mainly
complete used, 1914-15 all three Red X sets m, 1915 to 10f m & u, 1915 75th Stamp Anniv. set 12 mint, 1928 Fund set
m, 1929 Albert I to 20f-100f used, few Eupen & Malmedy etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 125
(c225).

140 1851 to 1988 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a mainstream used collection of defins and commems,
Railway Parcel stamps, back of the book, retail €80+.
£ 60
141 1861 40c red PAIR used with heavyish 45 numeral barred cancels, adhering to original paper on reverse and some
margins, minor faults, nice pair, SG 15. Cat £240.
£ 36
142 1870-1949 Postage Dues a superb collection on nicely presented leaves and display pockets in SAFE ring album with
approx 25 covers and cards from Belgium and few others incl GB, France each with various postage due marks, stamps
and postmarks, some with varieties, 1884-94 five bisected 10c green, plus T h/s on covers and stamps combinations, 1905
Victoria PPC to Brussels, 1906 Senegal from DAKAR PPC, Italy, France, etc, superb lot for expansion. (25).
£ 340

143 1875 5f brown top value hinged part original gum example, severe horizontal crease along the top otherwise mainly
£ 125
sound example of this top value, scarce mint, SG 57a Cat £2500. Only 5% cat.
144 1919-1942 Postage Dues a superb collection on nicely presented leaves and display pockets in SAFE ring album with
approx 33 covers and cards from Belgium and few others incl GB, France each with various postage due marks, stamps
and postmarks from 1919 to 1942, very mixed for earlier but many pretty covers here including values to 3f50 mint or used
singles, T h/s on covers and stamps combinations, 1915 T ovpts on set 9 mint, etc, superb lot for expansion. (33).£ 180

145 1930-1931 AIRMAILS - a superb collection on nicely presented leaves and display pockets in SAFE ring album with
1930 Air set mint (cat £45) plus set on 16th May airmail cover to Germany, 1934 Airmail cover to Berlin sent on
AERODROME PUBLIC / HASSELT - KIEWIT / 2 SEP 1934 cachet, 1937 Belgian Congo 1st flight, 1933 Singapore airmail,
1933 Paris 1st flight, 1936 Khartoum / Brussels, 1937 Madagascar to Brussels F/Flight, 1930 SABENA label overtyped to
Dublin, Express, 1937 Expo labels ovpts, 1934 Congo flights etc, exceptional lot neatly laid out and many attractive covers.
£ 400
(27 covers).

146 Collection jumbled on many Hagners mint and used better including 1928 Orval Abbey set mint (cat £100+), 1928
Anti TB set mint (cat £53), 1929 Albert I 20f green CDS used (cat £39), 10f mint (cat £26), 1930 Phil. Ex. 10f used single
from M/S, 1932 Science set 3 mint (cat £52), plus many defins and commems, 100s.
£ 60

147 East Africa: Mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages for Belgian East Africa (Ruanda Urundi) 1924 to 5f
& 10f black mint, 1944 Red X set f.u. (cat £57), 1953 Flowers set u/m (cat £60), 1956 Mozart set, 1959 postage due set m,
£ 45
nice lot (approx 120).

BERMUDA
148 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 94/7.
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£ 100

149 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1920 Tercent. set of 9 (cat £110), 1921 Tercent. set
of 9 (cat £100), 1936 set of 9, 1948 RSW set fine used (cat £55), 1953-62 set of 18 to £1 (cat £130), 1962-68 set to £1,
£ 125
omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.

BOSNIA & HERZ.
150 1900 P.12½ 40k orange-yellow key stamped fresh hinged mint, very fine, SG 160, cat £375.
£ 125
151 Collection on leaves mainly mint with better including 1900 Arms to 5k mint, 1900-01 to 5k used, 1906 to 5k mainly
mint, 5k is used, 1910 80th Birthday set to 5k incl 2k mint, 1912 new values set of 3 mint, 1912 long set to 10k mainly fine
used (cat £160), 1916 Militir set to 10k used (cat £65), 1917 Charles long set used (cat £70), etc, useful and clean lot.

£ 100

BRAZIL
152 Collection of mainly used neatly arranged on Hagner pages from 1844 to modern with a nice mainly all different
assembly of defins and commems, good mainstream including 1844 30r black imperf vertical pair, vals to 90r, 1850 to 300r,
£ 60
30r blue (2), 1866 to 500r, 1878 to 700r, hereon many defins and commems, ideal to fill those gaps.

BRITISH GUIANA
153 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 301/4.
£ 14
154 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 301/4. £ 100
155 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1938-52 with most extra perfs and shades incl 1c (3),
24c (2), 36c (2), 48c (2), 96c (3), $2 (2), $3 (3), total cat £349, (just needs the scarce $1 p.14 x 13), omnibus to 1960s,
£ 120
nice clean lot.

BRITISH HONDURAS
156 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1938-47 set of 12 incl both 2c (cat £193), 1948 RSW
set fine used (cat £50), 1953-62 set 12 (cat £90), 1962 Birds set (cat £90), , (just needs the scarce $1 p.14 x 13), omnibus
£ 120
to 1960s, nice clean lot.

BULGARIA

157
158
159
160
161

1879 10c black and green Lion very fine unused without gum, fine Cat £1000 for mint, SG 3.

£ 50

1879 50c black and blue Lion very fine used nice CDS cancel, fine Cat £170, SG 7.

£ 48

1927 Air top value 10l orange & brown hinged mint, very fine, key value, SG 284 Cat £85.

£ 28

1932 Air Rila Monastery complete set of 3 hinged mint, very fine, key values, SG 323/325 Cat £285.

£ 95

Old-Time Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 228 different defins and commems incl 1879 5c, 25c & 1f1881 set used (cat £210+), 1901 set mostly
mint, 1907 Accession set 3 mint (cat £130), etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
£ 200
gaps. (c228). Good catalogue value £1000+.

162 South Bulgaria: 1885 Lion overprint in black on 5pa black and olive fine used blued barred cancel, a few rounded perfs
£ 85
otherwise fine, also five other lower values 5pa to 1pi m & u. (6). SG 43.
CANADA
163 1859 to 1990 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a good mainstream used collection of defins and
commems, QV to 15c for different printings, 1908 Tercent 20c sound used, GV many sets to $1 used, runs of defins and
commems to modern, back of the book, retail €80+ for album alone.
£ 150

164 1859-1950s Issues mainly used on old time Scott printed leaves for a good range incl 1859 1c & 12½c, Queen Heads,
defins and commems for GV/GVI, STC £1300+.
£ 60
165 1870-1988 Mint collection in a dusty SG printed loose-leaf album with a huge range of GV to early QEII sets hinged
mint, some unmounted for later commems, enormous cat values including 1927 Confed. set, GV coil singles, 1932 to 13c,
£ 150
1937-38 set (Cat £180), Coil singles, 1942 set (cat £150), etc, STC £1000+.

166 1889 5c browniish-grey an attractive mounted mint example, centred NW lovely colour, SG 106 Cat £110. £ 25
167 1908 Quebec Tercent. 15c brown-orange superb fine used nice corner CDS, well above average for these, SG 194
£ 25
Cat £95.
168 1908 Quebec Tercent. 20c dull brown superb fine used nice corner CDS, well above average for these, SG 195 Cat
£ 35
£130.
169 1908 Quebec Tercentenary Complete et of 8 hinged mounted mint various thins and hinge remains or gum
disturbance but mostly fresh lookers, 15c centred right, 20c nice with a blind perf on the left, SG 188/195 Cat £550.

£ 75
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170 DAVO Album well filled with a mainly used collection with a huge amount of defins and commems to 198-s, most of
GVI complete to $1 (just needs coils), 1935 GV sets mostly complete to $1, 1918 to $1, 1908 Quebec Tercent set to 10c
mainly fine used, 1897-99 both sets mainly complete used, 1893 20c & 50c f.u., 1860s large heads to 15c, 1859 10c perf
with part imprint in margin but very poor, etc, various pen marks on the album pages but ideal for rehousing into new album
£ 250
and expansion, huge cat value, 100s.

171 Extensive collection in a well filled ring binder on black stockpages with better throughout including GV/GVI used to
$ values, airmails, QV defins used, huge range of mainstream commoner issues used, 1999 $1 & $2 sheetlet of 20 used,
modern U/M to 1990s incl M/S, sheetlets, back of the book, hereon various defins and commems from 1970s to 2000s in
£ 85
sets m & u etc. Useful and colourful lot. 100s.

172 Officials: 1949-1951 Mint collection on printed leaves includes 1949 OHMS set of 10 hinged mint (Cat £275), $1 is
expertised, 1949-50 set of 6 mint (cat £65), 1950 G Overprint set mint to $1 & air (cat £200), Special Delivery OHMS 10c
£ 110
green and G on 10c green (cat £41), etc. Nice clean lot. (Cat £580).

173 QEII Collection mint / unmounted mint in a large Lindner binder with huge amount of sets, 1950s to 1990s, also U/M
£ 48
souvenir sheets, modern sets etc, attractive lot STC £100s.
174 QV-GVI Mixed collection in a stockbook including odd better earlier noted QV 1c rose (3), 5c Beaver (2), 1898 to 50c,
Queen heads to 10c, 1897 Jubilee ½c black mint ( crease), 1c orange mint, Maple leaf ½c, 1c & 10c mint, EDVII to 20c
used, 1908 Tercent. ½c, 1c, 2c, 5c & 10c mint part o.g., GV to $1, GVI to $1 etc, very mixed but good cat value and better
£ 125
pickings.

175 Stockbook with a mainly used duplicated range from QV to 1980s, some better fine used noted good range of QV
Heads, shades to 10c, 1898 ½c black top imprint blk of 6 mint (partly separated), 1908 Tercent low vals mint & used, 1928
GV 1c orange in cnr marg mint blk of 4, 1935 to $1, Special delivery 1939 10c on 20c vfu pair (cat £40), small range of
£ 85
Newfoundland etc, 100s.

CAYMAN IS.
176 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 108/11.

£ 40

CEYLON
177 1857 1s9d green a mainly sound cut square unused (very small part original gum), with three close margins and
£ 45
thinned in top right corner, tone spots otherwise sound, SG 11 Cat £800 mint.
178 Collection of earlier mint & used on pages including QV Perf 2d green unused, 4d rose used, 1861 Wmk Star 9d
brown mint (thin, cat £150), 2s blue used, 5d olive used, 6d brown mint, 10d vermilion used, 1885 25c on 32c slate mint
(cat £28), 1899 2r25c blue mint (cat £38), 1r.50c rose used (cat £55), GV to R10 fiscal used, 1r12c on 2r50 rose p.12½ x
£ 60
14 used Cat £50, 1887 1r12c rose mint, etc, some mixed but useful cat value.

179 Collection on stockpages in a well filled binder from QV to modern with some better and useful noted QV mint to 12c,
EDVII mint to R1, GV to R2 mint, 1946 Victory in plate blks of 4 m, 1980s-2003 miniature sheets u/m (36 different), then
used section from QV to modern noted GVI Revenue R10 used (Barefoot cat £35), GV Postage issues 1912-25 to R10
cancels taken as is incl nice R2 pair, 1927 to R10 taken as fiscal cancels etc, useful ranges needs sorting out, 100s.

£ 120

180 Telegraphs: 1881-2 12c bistre, 25c green and 50c blue all hinged mint, minor bends or paper adherence on reverse,
£ 20
50c very fresh, SG T10,, T12 & T13. Cat £62.
CHILE
181 A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages 1867-1974 good range of defins and commems incl 1867 5c
m, 1877 used to 20c, 1892 to 1p used, 1915-25 to 2p used, airs, overprints etc. Clean lot with nice condition. (Approx 300).

£ 40

CHINA
182 1921 25th Anniv. Chinese Nat. Postal Service 10c blue in a bottom imprint strip of 3 mint / unmounted mint showing
£ 36
imprint Bureau of Engraving and Printing Peking China. Fine. SG 360.
183 1921 25th Anniv. Chinese Nat. Postal Service 6c blue in a top imprint plate strip of 3 mint showing imprint Bureau
£ 28
of Engraving and Printing Peking China & Plate number 1. Fine. SG 359.
184 1923 Hall of Classics - 2nd Beijing Print, 4 Lines at Each Side of Picture $10 mauve and green key value sound used
£ 48
part CDS cancel in black. Sound, SG 331 Cat £140.
185 1929 State Burial of Dr Sun Yat Sen $1 red top value fine used decent CDS cancel, sound, SG 383.
£ 35
186 1978 Galloping Horses 5y Miniature sheet on plain First Day Cover (5th May) tied PEKING CDS cancels, couple of
£ 175
minor bends in top right otherwise very fine.
187 China Postal Forgery 1913 10c Junk in blue. Very fresh mint centred high. SCARCE.
£ 50
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188 Communist issues: Xinjiang 1949 UPU $2 brown-orange imperf unused with violet overprint, very fine, SG NW82.
£ 70
189 Japanese P.O. In China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red x 10 singles a couple tied on paper by SHANGHAI IJPO CDS
£ 125
cancels, some faults but mainly sound, huge cat value in excess of £700, SG 21.
190 Japanese P.O. In China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red x 16 singles & 2 pairs a couple tied on paper by SHANGHAI
IJPO CDS cancels, some faults but mainly sound, huge cat value in excess of £1400, SG 21.
£ 225
191 Japanese P.O. In China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red x 3 tied on paper by SHANGHAI IJPO 20th July CDS cancels,
mainly fine, SG 21.
£ 60
192 Shanghai: 1877 20cash lilac imperf unused on thick paper, vertical creases but large margins unused without gum,
intr addition.
£ 75
COLOMBIA
193 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 124 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound and
£ 38
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c124).

COSTA RICA
194 1863-1970s A useful mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with an attractive range of defins and
commems incl good range of 1880s to 1930s, overprints, 1950s airmail sets mint, 1940s to 2colon mint, postal tax etc, clean
£ 75
lot. (approx 530).

CROATIA
195 Collection on leaves incl many mint or unmounted mint sets noted 1941 Ovpt set of 8 (cat £54), 1941 long set to 30d
pink used (cat £46), 1941 special surcharges 1d.50+1d.50 black & 4d + 3d both mint (cat £44), 1941 set to 100d used, 1942
£ 85
Red X set, 1943 Labour set, 1943 Pavelic set , nice clean lot, not always offered, STC £260+.

CYPRUS
196 1903-1970s A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with an attractive range of defins and commems
incl 1903 EDVII 12pi mint (2 cat £50), 1938 to 90pi m & u, 1966 set u/m, 1971 set u/m, 1976 set u/m, defins and commems
for 1960s-70s mainly m etc, clean lot. (approx 185).
£ 75

197 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 144/7.
£ 14
198 Collection of earlier mint & used on pages including 1880 1d pl.215 mint, 1882 to 4pi used, EDVII to 2pi, 1912 GV
4pi, 6pi, 9pi, 12pi, 18pi & 45pi mint (cat £255), few GVI etc, some mixed but useful cat value.
£ 60
199 QV mint range including 1880 ½d rose pl.15 (unused, cat £120), 1d red plates 201, 215, 216, 217 & 218 (cat £128),
2½d rosy-mauve both plates, 4d sage-green plate 16 (cat £140), 1881 Half-Penny surcharges plate 205 (cat £80), & 218
(cat £90). Nice early group.
£ 48

CYRENAICA
200 1934 Roe - Mogadiscio Flight set of 10 fine hinged mint to 25l + 2l green, fresh, SG 126/135. Cat £170.
£ 55
201 Collection on leaves mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1924 Holy Year set, 1926 St Francis set, Colonial
set, 1927 1st Nat. Defence set, 1928 45th Anniv. set, 1930 Ferrucci set, 3rd Nat Defence set (cat £152, top value is
unused), 25th Anniv. set, 1932 Air set, 1933 Air Zeppelin set, 1934 Air ovpt set 4, 2nd Int. Colonial Ex. set of 12, etc, good
£ 135
catalogue value mainly complete sets, STC £485+.

DANZIG
202 1930 Tenth Anniv. of Constitution overprint on 35pf blue with a decent DANZIG CDS cancel, very fine key stamp,
£ 48
SG 216 Cat £150.
DENMARK
203 1851-2000 A clean fine used collection in a well filled 64 sided stockbook with many useful throughout including 1854
to 16s lilac (2), 1864 to 8s, 1874 to 16s, 1874 to 100a for diff printings, 1904 set, 1907 set, 1913 to 10k, 1915 Post Office
£ 200
5k red CDS (2), 1925 Air set of 4, etc, good cat value and ideal for expansion.

204 1856-1970s A useful mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with an attractive range of defins and
commems incl 1913-22 to 2k m & u, airmails incl 1934 air set m, back of the book, all different etc, clean lot. (approx 330).

£ 40

205 1864 to 1989 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a mainstream used collection of defins and commems,
£ 40
Greenland etc, retail €80+.
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DODECANESE ISLANDS
206 DODECANESE ISLANDS - 1916-1930 Original unpicked collection on New Ideal printed pages with a nice mainly
mint range of approximately 140 different defins and overprints basic set of nine values from 2c brown to 50c lilac (not incl
the better 15c grey in each set) from Calimno, Caso, Cos (includes 5c green, 20c on 15c, 25c blue, cat £195), Leros (cat
£188), Nisiros (cat £190), Simi (cat £120), with individual stamps cat up to £110 each, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
£ 300
ideal to fill those gaps. (c140), STC £1050.

DOMINICAN REP.
207 DOMINICAN REP. - Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 115 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
£ 40
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c116).

ECUADOR
208 1881-1960s A useful mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with an attractive range of defins and
commems incl 1930s-40s overprints, mint sets, vals to 10s, good range of airmails, back of the book etc, clean lot. (approx
£ 75
640).

209 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 150 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c152).
£ 60

EGYPT
210 CARTON with an accumulation in a binder, on old time leaves and collections with useful 19th century to modern
noted 1872 5pi green marginal mint (cat £60), 1879 2pi brown (2, cat £24), 1922 ovpts 200m mint (cat £34), 1926 Air set
£ 100
m, 1947 Air set mint, used in a stockbook, 2009 PAPU Miniature sheet of 25 u/m (cat £65), etc.

ERITREA
211 1893-1934 Collection on leaves mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1916 Red X 10c, 15c & 20 orange mint,
1922 Victory set m, 1925 Holy Year set m, 1926 colonial set, 1926 Defins set 3 heavy mounted mint 75c red, 1l.25 & 2l50
(cat £300 SG 113/5), 1927 1st Nat. Defence set m, 2nd Int. Colonial Ex. set of 12, 1928 Society set m, 1930 Telegraph
Linesman 10 vals to 10l m & u (cat £95), Ferrucci set, 25th Anniv. set m, 1931 St Anthony set m, 1936 Air set used (toned),
1934 2nd Int. Colonial set 12 mint, 1924 Express set 2 mint etc,some toning but good catalogue value mainly complete sets,
STC £800+.
£ 200

212 1893-1935 Original unpicked collection on New Ideal printed page with a nice mint & used range of approximately
129 different defins and commems, noted 1893 5c green mint (unshaded numerals SG 3 cat £150), 10c mint (cat £150),
others to 1l m & u, 1903 50c violet mint (cat £160), 1l & 5l mint, 1910 Ploughing 15c used (cat £65), 1916 Red X set 4 mint
(cat £52), 1922 Somalia surch set m & u, 1933 Pictorial long set mainly mint, 1934 Exhibition long set mint etc. Useful lot
£ 260
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c129). STC £1300.

213 1934 Air Rome - Mogadiscio Flight part set fine used includes first 5 values and two key values 3l + 25c violet and
£ 55
10l + 30c purple all nice CDS used, STC £225.
214 Italian Eritrea: 1903 40c brown mounted mint key value overprint Colonia Eritrea, hinge remains and fine, SG 25 Cat
£ 150
£650.
ESTONIA
215 1923 Air Imperf pairs each surcharges hinged mint for set of 3 pairs 10m on 5m, 20m on 5m & 45m on 5m (only
13,000 of this one produced), all fine, SG 46/8.
£ 75
216 1923 Air surcharge 10 Mark 1923 on 5m/5m perf 11½ pair (imperf between as issued), fine used with nice forged 1912
£ 35
TALLINN EESTI CDS cancel, huge catalogue for originals, nice spacefiller.
ETHIOPIA
217 1894-1936 Original unpicked collection on New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately
90 different defins and commems, surcharges and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £28 each, noted 1894 set
mint, values to 3t, Italian Colony 1936 25c, 30c & 50c mint (cat £39), etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
£ 85
gaps. (c90), STC £265.

FALKLAND ISLANDS
218 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 139/42.

£ 20

FINLAND
219 1856-1952 Attractive collection on Schaubek printed leaves including 1856 10k red used (taken as is), 1866
Serpentines 20p & 40p, 1885 to 1m, 1928 Stamp ovpt m & u, 1930 Red X set m, two vals used, 1930s Fund sets both mint
& used, etc, useful assembly with good cat value.
£ 125
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220 1885-1960s A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages including modern 1950s to 1970s sets or ranges,
odd better noted 1890 5m green and red mint, many Fund sets from 1940s mint, few Aland etc, clean lot with nice condition
£ 75
& useful cat value. (100s). Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.

221 Early to 1988 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a mainstream used collection of defins and commems,
£ 40
retail €80+.
222 Original collection 1850s to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 120 different defins, few Serpentine defins mainly fine used, then plenty of arms defins, middle values, good
£ 80
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c120).

FIUME
223 Revenues: A scarce and extensive collection mainly mint on leaves including 1919 Unissued values surcharges Marca
Da Bollo (13 vals), 1920 Currency surcharges 0.02L to 10l on 10c purple (28 different values) Barefoot 86/112, 1921 Prov.
Govt. 1922 5c on 50c on 5cr brown to 1l on10cor purple m & u (5 vals) including the scarce 0.02 on 30c red-brown unused
(cat Barefoot £150), also c1920 10c Aid label of Fiume & Dalmatia mint, etc, rare opportunity. Barefoot retail £360+. (53).

£ 180

FRANCE
224 1849 to modern a useful mainly earlier duplicated assembly for imperf issues noted 1849 Ceres 20c black (2), 25c
blue (5), 1852 Napoleon imperfs 5c (3), 10c bistre (5 + pair), 20c blue (50+ some by Dies), 40c orange (14), 80c red (8),
then perf Napoleon issues used to 80c, later defins to 80c red, Perf Ceres to 80c red, range of Liberation overprints mint,
£ 125
etc, very mixed but ideal for postmarks and variety, high cat value.

225 1849-1903 Duplicated 19th century assembly on many leaves from first imperfs to Sowers etc, useful throughout
including 1849 1fr carmine-red (no margins, fine used Cat £1100), 25c blue (4 margin), 40c orange (3 margin), 1853 to
80c (2 shades), 5c green (4 margins), perf Napoleons to 80c, postage dues from 1859/78 10c & 15c, 1869 5f grey fine used
but thinned (cat £1300), Ceres perf to 80c, Peace & Commerce to 5f, etc, large range of duplicated many fine used cancels,
£ 450
many different postmarks, inevitably some mixed condition but overall fine with huge catalogue value.

226 1849-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 270 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values, airs, 1849 Ceres to 1f
carmine-red (nice looker, faults), Napoleon to 80c imperf, perf to 80c for both Ceres and Napoleon issues, wide selection
of commems for earlier, War Orphans part sets, useful Sinking Funds sets mint or used. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
£ 450
ideal to fill those gaps. (c270). Huge catalogue value.

227 1849-1940 Mint and used collection with better throughout on Lighthouse hingeless leaves noted 1914 Red X (cat £46
m), 1923 Pasteur 1f25c m (cat £36), 1918 Red X (cat £160 heavy mint), 1924 Olympic Games set m (cat £50), 1924 Exhib.
set m, 1929 to 20f used, 1936 100th Flight set used (cat £185), Paris Exhib set mint (cat £70), 1930s Intellectuals sets
mainly mint, 1936 Air sets to 3f & 3f50 mint (cat £115), defins and commems to 1940 etc. Good catalogue for expansion.

£ 195

228 1925 Paris International Philatelic Exhibition Miniature sheet superb CTO fine used with full original gum and
cancelled by four with two special Exhibition cancels dated PARIS 10.6.25, superb, Yv. 1. SG MS412a Cat £1700.

£ 600

229 1934 Air 25th Anniv. of Channel Flight 2f25c violet unmounted mint right hand sheet of 20, no imprint, various
£ 110
wrinkles, cat £580 as mint stamps, SG 523.
230 1934 Fourth Centenary of Cartier's Discovery of Canada 1f50c blue unmounted mint bottom right marginal block of
£ 72
4, very light tones across two stamps, mainly fine, SG 522 Cat £360 for mint.
231 1934 Fourth Centenary of Cartier's Discovery of Canada 75c mauve unmounted mint block of 4, mainly fine, SG 521
£ 30
Cat £140 for mint.
232 1935 Savings Bank 75c green in an unmounted mint right hand pane of 11, no imprint, various wrinkles, cat £275 as
mint stamps, SG 528.
£ 50
233 1935 Tercent. of French Academy by Richelieu 1f50 magenta in an unmounted mint top marginal block of 4, mainly
fine, SG 530 Cat £116 for mint.
£ 24
234 1936 Children of the unemployed Fund 50c + 10c red in an unmounted mint right hand pane of 20, imprint date, few
wrinkles, cat £140 as mint stamps, SG 545.
£ 28
235 1941-1962 Mint and used collection with better throughout on Lighthouse hingeless leaves noted Fund sets mainly
mint 1943 Strip (cat £80), 1948-52 complete sets set m, 1945 to 100f mint, 1949 10f single m, 1949 strip mint, 1953 Sports
set m (115), airs incl 1947 12th UPU 500f mint (cat £95), , defins and commems to 1940 etc. Good catalogue for
£ 175
expansion.
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236 1943 (10th October) Attractive collection of National Stamp Day regional Letter Cards from different towns and cities
in France commemorating the Stamp Day each numbered as limited production includes approx 54 different letter cards
each with 1f50 red-brown Petain adhs each tied special different town cancel in black, hard to find in this format. (c54).

£ 350

237 1945-1980 Extensive mainly used collection in a DAVO printed album with good runs of years for commems issues
from 1950s onwards, Fund sets, later M/S, airs incl vals to 1000f used, plenty to go at here, ideal for expansion and high
£ 125
cat value. 100s.

238 1947-1974 Collection in a printed loose-leaf album with useful mainly mint & some used (both in some cases) with
better catalogued noted 1947 12th UPU set to 500f mint (cat £100), 1949 Air Views set to 500f red mint (cat £165), 1953
Sports set mint (cat £115), 1940s-50s National Relief Fund sets mint, 1949 CITEX 10f single (cat £100), 1954 Air set mint
£ 260
(cat £520), 1957 Air mint (Cat £155), etc, 100s STC £1300+.

239 1949 Air 1000f Paris hinged mint, very fresh, nice top value SG 1059 Cat £225.
£ 45
240 1962-1986 Huge collection mainly mint or unmounted mint with good runs of year sets for commems, modern defins,
airs, Fund and Art sets / issues etc, huge retail in a hingeless Lighthouse printed album. STC €1200+.
£ 250
241 1976-1988 Collection in a printed Schaubek hingeless album with useful mainly mint / unmounted mint with better
£ 125
runs throughout making a quite complete assembly STC Yvert €700+.
242 1977-1994 An extensive used collection in a well filled Lighthouse printed album with hingeless leaves , large amount
£ 125
of defins, commems, Red Cross issues, booklets etc, high cat value and huge quantity all different, 100s.
243 1984-2003 Extensive mainly unmounted mint stock on Hagner pages in a display binder with huge range of sets defins
perf & imperf, miniature sheets, booklets, many with good cat values up to £13 each, plus loose in a glassine bag etc,
£ 300
colourful lot STC £2100+.

244 COVERS / CARDS An interesting collection 19th century to middle periods in a well filled cover album noted
Napoleon perf issues (2), 1926 25c Expo strip of 3, 1944 Journee tied special postcards (2), 1945 TB tied to special
postcard, 1947 Jamboree blk of 4 on FDC, 1953 Games special postcards with each value tied special cancels, etc,
£ 65
interesting lot. (60+).

245 Duplicated middle to modern mainly used on Hagners in a binder odd better amongst others noted 1936 100th Flight
£ 40
10f cto used (creased cat £180), some Fund issues etc, 100s.
FRANCE - COLONIES
246 ACCUMULATION in a carton with a useful mint and used collection of different areas including part sets, ranges from
turn of the century onwards noted Tunisia, AEF, Morocco, AOF, Mauritania, Cameroun, Chad, New Caledonia, St Pierre
& Miquelon, Indo China on Hagners, Somalia, various mint and used on leaves in a binder, Reunion mint colln on Hagners
£ 125
with good cat value etc, mainly fine, 100s.

247 Annam & Tongking: 1888 5 on 10c black on lilac very fine used part CDS cancel, fine, Yv. 4 Cat €140.
£ 48
248 CHAD: A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages 1922-1980s range of defins and commems incl 1922
AEF ovpts m, 1970s sets cto or mint, airs incl 1961-3 250f & 500f u/m, 1972 Apollo set cto, thematics etc. Clean lot with
nice condition. (Approx 240).
£ 25

249 Dahomey: Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 51 different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c51).

£ 20

250 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1983-1985 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly typed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels and or cachets for different missions, 1985 Marion Dufresene,
signed commandant, Martine De Vivies incl signed, setenants, Medicine de Froid, etc. Very attractive lot approx 50.

£ 60

251 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1983-1989 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed
or unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, comprises 1983 (9), 1984 (9), 1985 (9), 1986 (11), 1987 (10),
£ 130
1988 (6), 1989 (13) mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot approx 67 all different.

252 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1990 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 11 all different.

£ 22

253 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1996 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 13 all different.

£ 26

254 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1997 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 13 all different.

£ 26
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255 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1998 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 11 all different.

£ 22

256 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1999 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 14 all different.

£ 28

257 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 2000 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 23 all different.

£ 60

258 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 2001 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 19 all different.

£ 55

259 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 2002 Attractive collection of official First Day Covers mainly printed or
unaddressed with each set or stamp tied by special cancels, mostly extremely fine, very attractive lot of 22 all different.

£ 60

260 Large 64 sided stockbook with a useful mint and used collection of different areas including part sets, ranges from
turn of the century onwards noted Senegal, New Caledonia (cat £50) & Togo, some water damage but not many affected
£ 20
etc.

261 Large 64 sided stockbook with a useful mint and used collection of different areas including part sets, ranges from
turn of the century onwards noted Cameroun, Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Dahomey, Congo etc, mainly fine, 100s. £ 40
262 Large well filled 64 sided stockbook with a useful mint and used collection of different areas including part sets, ranges
from turn of the century onwards noted Fezzan, Gabon incl P.Dues, AEF, Post Indep, airmails to 500f, Grand Comores,
Lebanon, Guadeloupe from 19th cent., Guinea, Guyana, Upper Volta, India settlements, Indo-China, Ivory Coast incl
£ 250
airmails to 500f, Inini, Madagascar, etc, 100s nice clean lot.

263 Martinique: 1888-91 15c on 20c red on green a nice fine used CDS example, SG 18 Cat £85.
£ 26
264 MONG-TSEU: 1903 Tablet 50c brown and red on blue fine hinged mint with very fresh appearance. SG 13 Cat £160.
£ 48
265 New Caledonia: 1883-84 5c NCE wide surcharge on 40c red on yellow imperf unused mainly without gum, very fine
£ 50
showing surcharge inverted variety. SG 8a var.
266 New Caledonia: 1886 5c NCE surcharge on 1f olive mint, very fine showing surcharge inverted variety. SG 10 var.
£ 50
267 Reunion: 1852 Attractive Stamp forgery of the 30c black on blue with 3 neat margins and red P.P. handstamp
£ 40
cancellation in red, lovely looker, SG 2 Cat £22,000 as genuine. Ideal spacefiller.
268 SENEGAL: A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages noted 1914 to 1f mint, 1930s to 3f, 1960 animals
£ 65
to 85f m, 1963 to 85f m, 1963 Butterflies to 500f m, Air values, etc. Clean lot with nice condition. (Approx 400).
GABON
269 1910-1970S A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with a USEFUL range of defins and commems
£ 35
incl 1950s-60s commem sets mint, run of airmail issues mainly mint / u/m to 500f etc, clean lot. (approx 260).
GERMANY
270 1852-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 430 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values, airs, inflation issues,
Reich sets mint & used, many different printings. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c430). Huge
£ 200
catalogue value.

271 1872 to 1945 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a mainstream used collection of defins and commems,
£ 60
back of the book, retail €80+.
272 1872- Useful collection neatly assembled in a Crest stockbook with better including 1872 (small shield) 2kr orange
used (cat €400), 7kr blue CDS (car €120), (Large shield) 1/3gr mint, 2gr mint, 7kr f.u., 1874 2½ on 2½ & 9 on 9kr brown
both part original gum (cat €150), huge range of different printings to 5m, 1920 Reich overprint set used (cat €110), 1928
£ 150
Zepp 4m used, 1931 Zepp. 1m red used (cat €155), etc, attractive clean lot.

273 1872-1938 Ancient album pages with an unpicked mint & later UNMOUNTED MINT collection including 1899 to 30pf,
1902-21 basic set to 5m, huge range of inflation issues, 1924 Eagle set of 7 to 50pf orange, 1924-27 1m & 2m, 1924 UPU
set 4, 1926 Air set to 50pf, 1926 Portraits set, 1926 Welfare Fund set, 1927 Welfare set, IAA set 3, 1928-32 Portraits 13
of 19 vals, 1928 Air 2m Zepp, 1928/9 Welfare sets, 1931 Welfare Fund set, 1932 85th Birthday set, 1932 Welfare set, 1933
Potsdam set, 1933 to 100pf 12 of 14 to 100pf, 1934 Air set to 2m, 1934/5 Welfare set, 1936 Summer Olympic Games set,
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1937 Hitler Fund M/S's, 1938 Winter Relief set U/M, 1939 Nurburgring set 3 U/M, 1939 Postal Employees set U/M, 1939
Winter Relief set U/M, 1939 stamps of Danzig ovptd incl top two vals U/M, 1941 Postal Employees top vals U/M, etc,
£ 850
extensive lot with enormous catalogue, great lot for expansion with many later sets Unmounted mint.

274 1872-1938 Ancient album pages with an unpicked used collection including 1872 small shield 1/3gr, ½g (both shades),
1g & 2g, 1k & 3k, Large shield 1/3g to 5g, 1875 set to both 50pf, 1880 set to 50pf, 1889 to 50pf, 1899 to 2m, 1902-21 to
5m, 1921 set of 19 to 20m, 1922 Munich Exhib set, 1922-23 Air set 12, 1922 Fund set 2, 1923 air set 5, 1923 Inflation
provisionals mostly complete, 1924-27 set 4 to 5m, 1928 Air 1m Zepp, 1933 Welfare set to 25pf+15pf, 1934 Welfare set,
1936 Summer & Winter Games sets, 1937 Winter Relief set, 1937 Culture Fund imperf M/S (2 diff cancels), perf M/S on
cover, Rouletted M/S, 1938 Winter Relief set plus set on special card, 1939 Postal Employees set, extensive lot with huge
£ 360
catalogue, great lot for expansion.

275 1923 Inflation key value 800T on 500m green fine used double ring part 1923 CDS from AU..., nice fine used example
£ 500
of this scarce stamp, SG 300 Cat £2500.
276 1928 Air 2m blue Zeppelin fine used CDS example, one pulled perf otherwise neat, SG 444.
£ 30
277 1932 OLYMPIA - Lavishly illustrated book 142pp with a large range of photograph pictures collected and pasted to
complete the book being a collection of German participants in the 1932 Olympics in black and white. (Published by
£ 60
Cigaretten Bilderdienst Altona-Bahrenfeld). Fascinating book with scuffs on the outside otherwise mainly fine.

278 1933 Chicago Flight 4M brown Zeppelin heavy mounted mint, nice looker, Michel 498.
£ 36
279 1933-1945 Reich periods hinged mint collection in a Lindner hingeless printed album with good degree of completion
and some key sets including 1933 Welfare set of 9 (Michel cat €300), 1939 Reich ovpt set, 1937 Fund set, 1937 Hitler M/S,
£ 150
1936 Olympics M/S set of 2, 1934 Fund set, 1934 Air set to 3M, etc, good cat value.

280 1933-1965 A superb almost new KA-BE printed hingeless album for the Reich period, also contains mainly 1949-1965
£ 50
m & u commems for cheaper periods, huge album, expensive new, very fine new project.
281 1934 (Dresden) HINDENBERG - Lavishly illustrated book 125pp with a large range of pictures collected and pasted
to complete the book bearing a history of Hindenberg and his history in black and white. Fascinating book with scuffs on
the outside otherwise mainly fine.
£ 60

282 1936 OLYMPIA - Lavishly illustrated book 165pp with a large range of photograph pictures collected and pasted to
complete the book being a collection of German participants in the 1936 Olympics in black and white. (Published by
Cigaretten Bilderdienst Altona-Bahrenfeld). Fascinating book with scuffs on the outside otherwise mainly fine.
£ 60

283 1939 (5 Mar) International motor Show set of 3 sheet margin singles tied special BERLIN CHARLOTTENBURG
special motor show cancels, mainly sound and attractive cover, ideal for car thematic collector.
£ 20
284 A Substantial mint & used collection early to mainly modern in a large Scott printed album for 1870s to modern Reich,
East & West, Berlin, Zones, Occupations etc for 100s of defins and commems in sets and ranges, etc, clean lot with nice
condition & high cat value. 100s. Huge amount of material ideal for further expansion.
£ 400

285 Accumulation in albums and stockbook with useful throughout mint and used early to modern noted Occupation of
Belgium, Post Offices in Morocco, Occup. Poland, Occup. Romania, East Germany 1949-1968 with huge amount of
completion mint and used (100s) in Lighthouse printed album, 1872-1945 Reich collection with a good mainstream used
assembly incl many better cat sets and ranges, West Germany from 1949 onwards with nice earlier sets, album with useful
assembly of Zones including French, British & American mint & used, Thuringen, Soviet zone, etc, Bavaria stock from
imperfs in a stockbook & binder, German locals on a Hagner (48), Danzig mint & used collection in a stockbook etc, heavy
£ 400
BOX, 100s.

286 LOCALS: An extensive collection in a large stockbook of many different local handstamps and obliterators mainly mint
with nice section of Hitler heads mint or used from non regular local issues stars, bars, circles, fancy shapes, crosses,
shields, grids, obscure patterns, etc approx 160 examples. Then regular issues incl Cottbus mint, Glauchau mint (13),
Grossbraschen, Lubbenau, Plauen, Spremberg, Storkow, Stadt Strausberg setenant strips mint, overprints on Reich issues
mint (20), various Zones mint, Mecklenburg, Thuringen, Zones incl Russian etc, etc, a fabulous lot for the specialist. 100s.

£ 650

287 LOCALS: Small stockbook with a mainly unused range of areas imperf and perf including Magdeburg, Karlsruhe,
Essen, Main circular post 1pf & 3pf (Stc £110), Lubeck etc, very mixed STC £375. (c68).
£ 35
288 Marienwerder: 1920 (13 Mar) 1m dark green and orange-brown allegory a vertical mint hinged PAIR showing imperf
between variety, nice looker, Mi 11 var.
£ 80
289 Occupation Issues: ZARA 1943 (13 Oct) Philatelic Cover bearing Deutsche Besetzung Zara overprint set of 50c violet
PAIRS each with different label (set of 4), single stamps from 10c to 1.25l (7 diff), Airs 25c to 2l (6 values incl 75c cat €600),
plus Express 2l blue-black tied ZARA ARRIVI PARTENZE 13.10.43.xxi10 CDS cancels on printed address cover to Sig.
/ Cav. Andrea Jedlowski , Ufficio telgrafo, Zara. Philatelically used 5 days after first day of issue. Total cat €1198. Scarce.
£ 200
Michel 2, 3/6, 9/10, 20i/iv, 23/28 & 31.
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290 Schaubek printed album with a hinged mint or used collection with many better catalogued sets from 1920s onwards,
Airs incl Zepp unused without gum, Fund issues, Airs, Miniature sheets etc, huge cat value, pencil cat values on each pages
£ 150
adding up to £1000s.

GERMANY (EAST)
291 1949-1989 Attractive and useful collection in three DAVO printed albums and slipcase (expensive new, very fine) with
better throughout including CTO used sets much complete 1952-64, 1965-75 cto used, 1975-80 cto used, 1980-1990
unmounted mint sets, Miniature sheets 1954-1989 incl 1954 Stamp Day M/S used special cancel, 1955 Engels M/S,
£ 225
substantial lot further expansion and huge catalogue value. 100s.

GERMANY - OCCUPATIONS
292 Upper Silesia: 1920-21 Collection on leaves with some better noted including 1920 set 9 used, 1920 (6 Mar)
Surcharges 50pf on 5m both mint & used (cat €99), plus surcharge inverted variety on paper (expertised twice on reverse),
1920 set of 17 mainly used, 1921 Plebiscite ovpt set used philatelic singles from a cover and each one expertised twice
£ 275
on reverse (cat €350), etc STC €560+.

GERMANY - P.O. Abroad
293 Morocco: 1911 3c on 3(pf) brown surcharge in a complete unmounted mint sheet of 100, folded in half and part perf
£ 40
splits otherwise very fine, Mi. 46. Cat €130.
294 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 10pia on 2m blue surcharge type I very fine used with CONSTANTINOPEL cancel and
£ 48
expertised twice on reverse incl Bothe BPP. Michel 21I. Cat €130.
295 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 10pia on 2m blue surcharge type I very fine used on paper with JERUSALEM CDS cancel.
Michel 21I. Cat €60.
£ 23
296 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type II used on paper by complete BEIRUT 1905 CDS
£ 50
cancels, expertised twice on reverse. Michel 22II. Cat €200.
297 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type I very fine used CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS
£ 48
cancel. Michel 22I. Cat €140.
298 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type II hinged mint, vertical gum bend but expertised
£ 48
twice on reverse. Michel 22II. Cat €130.
299 P .O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type II very fine used on paper tied with
£ 65
CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS cancel. Michel 22II. Cat €200.
300 P .O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type II v ery f ine used on paper tied with
CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS cancel and expertised on twice on reverse incl Bothe BPP. Michel 22II. Cat €200. £ 65
301 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 25pia on 5m green-black and red surcharge type II mounted mint with hinge remains,
expertised Bothe BPP on reverse. Very fresh looker, Michel 23II. Cat €260.
£ 80
302 P .O. in Turkey: 1900-04 25pia on 5m green-black and red surcharge type III fine used on paper tied
£ 110
CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS, expertised Bothe BPP on reverse. Very nice looker, Michel 23III. Cat €300.
303 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red surcharge type I very fine used on paper with JERUSALEM CDS cancel.
£ 38
Expertised Grobe on reverse, few wrinkles. Michel 20I. Cat €130.
304 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red surcharge type I very fine used with JERUSALEM 1902 CDS cancel.
£ 45
Expertised Bothe BPP on reverse, very fine. Michel 20I. Cat €130.
305 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red top left corner marginal hinged mint example, expertised on reverse Bothe
£ 45
BPP. Michel 20I. Cat €130.
306 P.O. in Turkey: 1905 2½ Pia on 50pf dark brown-lilac and black in a top imprint marginal unmounted mint block of
£ 40
4 with HAN numbers 30,00 & 35,00, nice positional piece, Michel 30. Cat €48+ for mint.
307 P.O. in Turkey: 1913 (29 Mar) Parcel Post used receipt (11½cm x 5cm) bearing 4pia on 80pf and 10pia on 2m blue
on the other side both tied SYMRNA DEUTSCHE POST CDS cancels and three numbered labels 365, 366 & 367
£ 80
Deutsches Postamt / Smynra. Very attractive and scarce. Michel 43 & 45.

308 P.O. in Turkey: Attractive collection mainly on paper with good Constantinopel CDS cancels 1900-1904 on a variety
of lower values to 80pf, plus top values 5pi on 1m red (4 incl Smyrna cancel, Michel 20 cat €200), 10pi on 2m blue (3 incl
diff types, Michel 21 cat €165), 15pi on 3m violet-black (3, Michel 22 I/II Cat €540), etc, STC €1250+. (36 items). £ 450

309 Turkish Empire: 1889-1908 Attractive mint assembly with useful content on old printed page, noted 1900 5pi on 1m
red, 10pi on 2m blue, 15pi on 3m, 25pi on 5m top value, 1905 complete set of 12 to 25pi on 5m, 1908 set of 5 to 100c on
80pf, attractive lot, high cat in excess of £850.
£ 280
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GERMANY - STATES
310 Bavaria: 1849-1850 Imperfs collection on two large leaves fine used with many nice cotton reel numbered postmarks
noted 1850 18k red (3, two nice, one faults, cat £800 each), 12k green, plus many low values 1k, 3k, 6k, 9k etc (47). Huge
cat value.
£ 225

311 Bavaria: 1862 18k red a superb fine used example with neat 356 cotton reel cancel and clear to large margins, lovely
example with good colour, Michel 13 cat €180.
£ 40
312 Bavaria: 1862 18k red an attractive 2-3 good margin fine used example with neat 345 cotton reel sock on the nose
postmark, thinned and cut along right side otherwise nice neat example of is top value, SG 32 Cat £750.
£ 48
313 Bavaria: 1867-68 18k red a superb fine used example with incomplete large CDS and huge to massive margins,
£ 30
lovely example with good colour, Michel 19 cat €220.
314 Bavaria: 1920 Defintive almost complete set 17 of 18 values includes all the top values on three covers dated 15th
March for low values, 10th May for middle values and 3m to 20m dated 20 Apr, all sent registered locally from Nurnberg
£ 65
5, nice trio of covers STC €170 as used.

315 Bavaria: Extensive collection on Schaubek printed leaves with many nice fine used examples including 1850 18k
yellow (3 large margins, cat £300), 18k red (no margins neatly cut cat £800), 1867 to 9k imperf, 1870 to 18k perf, 1876 to
5m top values, 1911 Prince Regent set to 5m CDS used (cat £250+), same set but CTO complete to 20m (cat £400+), a
few tete-beche pairs, 1919 to 5m mainly used, 1919 second ovpt 10m used (cat £60), 1920 CTO to 10m, Officials incl 1920
£ 250
1m purple second printings (STC €600, taken as is), plus a small mint collection STC £520 etc, useful lot.

316 Hanover: 1864 Roulette ½gr black posthorn very fine used nice blue CDS and red crayon lines, very neat and fine
£ 48
example, SG 36a cat £425.
GERMANY - W. BERLIN
317 Ancient album pages with a fine used range including 1948 Ovpts in black 13 vals to 1m (taken as is), 1949 red Ovpt
set of 14 to 2m used (taken as is), 1949 75th Anniv of UPU set 7, 1949 Goethe set 3, surch set 4, 1950 ERP, Philharmonic
set, Lortzing, 1951 Freedom Bell all 3 sets, 1951 Stamp Day, 1952 Beethoven FDC, Olympics, 1952-3 Famous Berliners
set, 1953 Memorial Church set, others to 1962, huge cat value, mainly in very fine condition with nice postmarks. £ 450

GERMANY (WEST)
318 1966-1980 A superb almost new KA-BE printed hingeless album for the period, also contains mainly m & u commems
£ 30
for 1960s-70s periods, huge album, expensive new, very fine new project.
319 1983-2005 West & United Germany; Extensive fine used and or unmounted mint commems collection in two well filled
Lindner printed hingeless albums, huge amount of sets and miniature sheets with good catalogue values, attractive lot,
£ 150
cheap starting price. 100s. STC €1500+.

320 1990-1997 Large Lindner hingeless printed album in green with a much complete run of years unmounted mint, many
£ 60
nice sets, STC €600+.
321 1998-1999 Unmounted mint collection for both years on Lindner hingeless printed pages for commem sets complete,
£ 40
souvenir sheets etc, STC €400+.
GERMANY - ZONES
322 French Zone: 1946 (26 Apr) Local cover sent in WANGEN bearing top two values 2m blue Friedrich von schiller &
5m Heinrich Heine tied WANGEN CDS cancels, two folds on left not affecting stamps, nice philatelic item, seldom seen
£ 150
on cover, Mi 12/13.

GIBRALTAR
323 1995-2017 Annual Year packs for 1995-7, 2006-2008, 2010-2012, 2015 & 2017 each with unmounted mint stamp sets
£ 110
for each year. High original retail. Mainly fine. (11).
324 1999-2009 Annual Year packs for 1999-2004 complete and then 2009 each with unmounted mint stamp sets for each
year. Original retail upwards of £34 each. Mainly fine. (7).
£ 70
GOLD COAST
325 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16. £ 105
GREAT BRITAIN
326 1840 1d black (JH) a lovely example with four close to good margins neatly cut round with light red Maltese Cross
£ 85
cancel, fine.
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327 1840-1970 Useful collection including 1840 1d black (2, three margin and two margins), 1840 2d blue (2 margin), 1841
1d (6), 2d blue (3), 1854-57 2d (3), 1858-64 1d plates run almost complete to 222, 1858 2d plates (8), 1870 ½d (11), 1½d
(2), 1856 4d rose (3), 6d lilac (2), 1862 3d (2), 4d red (4), 9d bistre (short corner), 1867 6d lilac (3), 2s blue (2), 2½d rosymauve (12), 1880s ranges to 1s orange-brown (CDS but faults), 1883 2/6 (2), 5s rose (2), 10s ultramarine (2, very faulty),
£ 525
1887 to 1s, 1902 to 2/6, GV to 2/6, etc, huge cat value, very mixed condition with many nice pickings.

328 1840-1980 A superb almost new KA-BE printed hingeless album for the period, also contains mainly mint commems
for 1960s-1980 periods, some used earlier incl 1934 Re-engraved set, etc, huge album, expensive new, very fine new
£ 50
project.

329 1870 3d rose plate 6 hinged mint original gum example, mainly fine and fresh, small tone on left otherwise sound,
£ 100
SG 103 Cat £550.
330 1880 2/- brown pl.1 nice sound used example with part numeral and CDS cancel, good perfs and lovely colour for
£ 800
these, quite well centred, nice key stamp. SG 121 Cat £4200.
331 1936 (1 Sep) Printed First Day Cover for three values ½d, 1½d, & 2½d tied Exeter wavy line machine cancel, crease
but typed address.
£ 20
332 1967 Sterling Machin issues in unmounted mint cylinder blocks of 6 from ½d to 1/- with a wide range of different
cylinders dot and no dot, huge cat value in a nice blocks stockbook.(c129).
£ 125
333 1967-70 Pre decimal complete sheets of 240 and a few half sheets of 120 unmounted mint for Sterling Machin defins
complete range of 16 values in the basic set comprises ½d (480), 1d, (360), 2d (480), 3d (720), 4d Sepia (480), 4d Vermilion
(480), 5d (240), 6d (480), 7d (240), 8d Bt. Verm. (240), 8d turquoise (480), 9d (240), 10d (240), 1s (480), 1/6 (360), 1/9
(360). Ideal for Cylinders, varieties etc. Mainly fine, STC £3300.
£ 400

334 1986-2002 Royal Mail official FDCs collection in cover leaves with many nice sets, incl defins to £3, regionals, prestige
£ 30
booklet panes & NVI panes. Good qty in a box.
335 1992-1996 Benham small silks collection in three special velvet albums each containing sets for commem issues and
noted 1992 Castles set of 4 with related cancels to each Castle, 1995 £3 Castle, mainly complete for 1994-96, attractive
£ 25
lot expensive new. (approx 50).

336 1999-2001 Benham Millennium Collection special Benham gold illustrated covers with GB issues cancelled special
postmarks issued as part of the Collector's Club at Benham, original cost £8 each (approx £208), c26. Very attractive group.

£ 26

337 Accumulation in a BOX all periods mint and used including Windsor album with a used colln 1883 2/6 & 5s, 1d plates,
£ 50
mainstream defins and commems used to 1970, various on leaves and loose. 100s.
338 Accumulation including useful on leaves noted QV 1858 1d plates run of values, 1870s 2½d rosy-mauve plates (6),
1880 Indigo set used, 1887 Jubilee to 1s used, mint for 1½d, 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 4½d, 6d, 9d & 10d, EDVII to 2/6 (2), 5s (2),
£ 150
GV Seahorses 2/6 (3), 5s, 1960s collections in binder, on leaves and loose, 100s in a BOX.

339 Accumulation with some better in various binders, cards, loose noted Officials used range incl EDVII Admiralty 2½d
f.u., 1½d used, Govt Parcels 6d CDS (2), 9d CDS, Board of Education ½d & 1 used, Royal Household 1d red used, 1925
Wembley set mint, 1912-24 GV mint to 10d, 1934 to 1s mint, 1911-12 Mackennels mint, Windsor Album with a used
£ 160
collection etc, 100s.

340 AIRGRAPH SERVICE: 1944 Unused printed Airgraph form folded into quarters (around A4 sized sheet), prepaid with
3d violet GVI impression on reverse with instructions alongside explaining a negative photograph is taken of the sender
greeting and posted airmail to the destination where a photographic print is made and posted onwards to the addressee.
£ 25
Wrinkles but not often seen.

341 Collection 1952-1964 on Schuabek printed leaves and album with some better mint sets including 1952 Tudor wmk
set m, 1953 Coronation set m, Edward set m (except 2d), 1955 Waterlow Castles set mint (cat £250), Graphites including
£ 120
phosphor Graphite set mint (cat £100), various 1960s commems incl odd phosphor set etc.

342 Collection in an old time springback with useful unmounted mint sets and used sets for each issue with better noted
including 1955-58 Castles mixed ptgs mint / U/M, 1955 Edwards Crown set to 1/6 mint, 1958 Wildings incl mint blks of 4,
£ 150
positionals for cylinders ordinary commem sets, wmk varieties, coil strips, later Castle sets, etc. Useful lot.

343 Collection jumbled on stockpages with better including 1841 1d imperf with 9 in MX, surface printed incl 4d grey-brown
(3), 1856-7 4d rose (2), 1856 6d lilac f.u., 1870s 2s blue (5), 1880 2½d blue (14), 2½d rosy-mauve (9 incl A26 Gibraltar
cancel), 1883 2/6 (4), 5s carmine (2), 1887 to 1s used, 1883 6d on 6d lilac crisp FINDON CDS, Telegraphs ½d orange ovptd
Specimen m, small range of officials incl Govt parcels QV 2d pair used, etc. Very mixed condition but useful pickings.

£ 150

344 FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation 1970s to 2005 in various Royal Mail cover albums, officials covers with typed
addresses, attractive 1990s issues etc, 100s.
£ 50
345 FIRST DAY COVERS Accumulation in a BOX with useful quantity of 1970s onwards, huge amount of sets, some FDI
£ 50
postmarks, some special events in two binders for pre decimal issues etc, 100s. Heavy lot.
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346 Perfins: Collection on a stockpage of mainly higher values used including 1883 10s ultramarine nicely fine used with
ANS perfin, 1884 6d green with HUTH perfin, 1887 values to 1s with DR, EB, GBL, AF, etc, EDVII 2/6 lilac x 6 for BB, DB,
RBC, H&P, NBC PRL, 5s carmine A & C LD. GV Seahorses 2/6 x 5 with RN, H, SJ, MB, AP. Mostly sound nice assembly
£ 100
(21).

347 Springback album containing a mint and used collection with some better including 1883 5s rose CDS used, 1937-50
defins incl mint blocks of 4 to 11d & 1s, 1951 High value set to £1 mint, huge range of commems mint and used to 1981.

£ 40

348 Stockbook 1840-QEII Very mixed assembly in a smaller stockbook with better throughout including 1840 1d black
(poor), 1840 2d blue (1-2 margins), 1841 2d blue (3), 1854 2d blue (2), 1847 Embossed 6d mauve with 4 good margins
(hard to get) but large tear, 10d red-brown 2 margins, 1856 4d, 6d f.u., 1862 to 1s incl 9d bistre sound used, 2½d rosy£ 350
mauve (13) plates, 1900 QV 1s green and carmine mint, EDVII to 1s, etc, huge cat value.

349 Stockbook with a mainly used duplicated range from EDVII to 1951, some better fine used noted EDVII to 1s, 2/6 lilac
(4 used with faults), 5s (2 one with cork cancel), GV Seahorses 2/6 (6), 5s red used in Turkey, 1924 2½d blk of 6 mint,
£ 175
1924/25 Wembley sets, GVI 2/6, 5s, mint, 1951 to £1 used, 100s.

GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS
350 Accumulation in a heavy CARTON containing some nice collections of Guernsey, Jersey, also Isle of Man in nice
printed albums or on Hagners in binder, huge run of sets unmounted mint, mint & fine used, Alderney 1995 £2 M/S U/M,
Guernsey £5 Britannia U/M, Jersey 2000 year pack etc.
£ 50

351 Accumulation of collections from 1960s to 1990s including unmounted mint sets and ranges, used sets and ranges
for Jersey 1940 to 1995, Guernsey from Wartime Arms to modern, also IOM nice U/M ranges in stockbook, some FDCs
£ 80
etc, nice accumulation.

GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY
352 Modern accumulation 1980s to 1990s presentation packs and others stashed in large envelopes in a large carton
collected as new issues with huge amount of face sets, making a useful source of face value, or just U/M sets. 100s.

£ 100

GREAT BRITAIN - JERSEY
353 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted 1950s
regionals to 2003, plus FDCs, Postage Dues, values to £3, good amount of defins and commems to modern, some nice
M/S's etc, quantity and useful value.
£ 48

GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
354 Army: 1901 QV 6d purple on rose hinged mint showing broken A in ARMY variety, SG O45 CAT £110.
£ 40
355 Collection on leaves with some better including Inland Revenue QV 6d grey f.u. (cat £140), 1901 QV 6d purple on
rose red f.u. (cat £150), Army; 1901 QV 6d mint (cat £110), Office of Works; 1896 1d lilac vfu (cat £150), 1902 EDVII ½d
f.u. (cat £180), Govt Parcels; QV 1883 1½d, 6d green (colour gone, cat £1400), 9d green (heavy used, short corner with
lovely colour, cat £1200), 1s orange-brown (2, one with short corner), 1887-90 'set' used (cat £500), 6d purple on rose CDS
used (cat £75), 1891-1900 'set' used (cat £630), 1902 EDVII 6d used (cat £60), 9d & 1s used (cat £535), Board of Education
EDVII ½d & 1d used (cat £80), etc, taken as is, STC £6100+.
£ 400

356 Fine used group including Govt. Parcels 1888 9d dull purple and blue rubber CDS used (2, cat £240), 1½d, 6d, 2d
& 1d all used (cat £183), etc, (20).
£ 40
GREECE
357 1850-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 147 different incl better earlies, Hermes heads to top values with many nice fine used examples,
part runs of turn of the century mint & used mainly to 1d or 2d. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 150
(c147). Useful catalogue value.

358 1850s-1971 A mainly used duplicated stock of defins and commems on many Hagner pages, part sets and ranges,
£ 50
noted Imperf Hermes heads with many different values, 100s in a large binder.
359 1861-1960 Extensive collection on various stockpages, cards and leaves in a flat box with good range of Hermes
imperfs, some specialisation identified on pages, mint and used, airmails, various pamphlets and handbooks plus an award
£ 400
certificate from a Danish show for early Hermes imperfs mint & used, 100s, needs specialist attention.

360 1876-1971 Attractive mainly used collection on printed leaves in a springback album with nice runs of sets fine used
also noted 1952 King Paul 10,000d mint (cat £75), 1951 19th Centenary of Travels set used (cat £100), 1926 Air set of 4
mint (cat £95), 1927 long set used, 1901 top values 2d-5d gold mint (cat £43), etc, a bit jumbled but ideal for expansion.

£ 100
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361 1886- 1980 A mint & used / (mainly) unmounted mint collection on Scott printed album pages including modern 1950s
to 1970s sets or ranges, odd better noted 1926 Air set m (cat £97), 1933 air 50l to 20d m (cat £67), 1940 Balkan set 2 mint
(cat £51), 1922 25d blue used, 1949 Abduction set 3 m, 1952 air set used, 1960 Olympic set u/m, etc, clean lot with nice
£ 175
condition & useful cat value. (700+). Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.

362 1896 First International Olympic Games 2d olive mounted mint, very fine looker, SG 119 Cat £300.
£ 135
363 1896 First International Olympic Games 5d green mounted mint, very fine looker, SG 120 Cat £550.
£ 135
364 1900 Olympic Games surcharges, 1d on 5d green with red surcharge and sock on the nose CDS cancel. Very fine,
SG 151 Cat £225.
£ 65
365 1900 Olympic Games surcharges, 50l on 2d olive with red surcharge and corner CDS cancel. Very fine, SG 150 Cat
£ 24
£75.
GRENADA
366 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8. £ 80
367 1946- 1994 A mint & used / (mainly) unmounted mint collection on Scott printed album pages including modern 1950s
to 1970s sets or ranges, odd better noted 1948 RSW set 2 mint, 1949 UPU m, 1966 set u/m, 1967 to $5 u/m, etc, clean
£ 85
lot with nice condition & useful cat value. (700+). Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.

GUATEMALA
368 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 114 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c114).
£ 45

HAITI
369 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 115 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound and
£ 45
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c115).

HAWAII
370 1860 Inter - Island Post: Hawaiian Postage 1 Cent. black on horizontally laid paper very fine unused, margins all
£ 180
round, close to huge, very neat and tidy example, Cat £1000 mint.
371 1864 1c mauve hinged mint Princess Victoria, hinge remains but nice example, SG 27 Cat £75.
£ 22
HONDURAN REP.
372 1878-1980s A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages including many sets or ranges with useful including
1890s mint, 1930s-40s m & u, overprints, surcharges, many airmail sets mint, commems, nice thematics, 1960-70s many
£ 75
nice mint sets, etc, (Approx 550).

373 HONDURAN REP. - Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 166 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c166).
£ 60

HONG KONG
374 1862-1980s Mainly used collection jumbled on stockpages including QV 1863 96c grey (faults), 4c grey with Canton
bilingual CDS, EDVII to $1, GV to $1, 1938 to $5 used, 1941 Cent set 6 used, 1949 UPU used, large amount of QEII to $10,
£ 45
$50 etc,

375 1862-QEII Collection very mixed in a springback album well filled with a good representation for most issues, QV
defins are mixed poor to fine to 96c (couple of forgeries), GV to $2, Stamp Duty 5c green used (5), 1935 SJ set used, 1941
Cent. to $1, 1937 GVI defins many to $10 incl many extras perf varieties etc, later defins to $50, commems etc, jumbled
£ 150
and very mixed but STC £2000+.

376 1863-1900 Queen Victoria collection on leaves with useful content throughout including 1863 Wmk CC 13 different
values to 96c brownish-black, small postmark study of B62 cancels written up on leaves, two forgeries, 1896 4c mint, 1882
£ 275
5c pale blue mint, good range of cheaper surcharges etc, mixed but useful pickings. (c180).

377 1903-1911 Edward VII collection on leaves with useful content throughout including 1903 11 different values to $1
used, plus many extras LIGNE French mailboat cancel on 5c, HK Receipt in violet, some Treaty Ports, $1 purple and sage£ 100
green extra (4), etc, mixed but useful pickings. (c90).

378 1912-1935 George V collection on leaves with useful content throughout including 1912 set to $3 used (cat £230+),
1921-37 set to $5 (2 x $5 one with regd cancel), 1935 SJ set mint & set used, 1937 (29 Apr) Printed F/F Airmail cover to
Manila etc. Nice assembly.
£ 160

379 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 133/6.
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£8

380 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-52 Complete set of 23 defins (cat
£1100) including the scarce $10 green and scarlet which is finely mounted with even lightly toned gum, 1941 Centenary
set (cat £90), 1948 RSW set (cat £328), 1949 UPU set (cat £65), Postage Dues 1938 set of 7 (cat £95), Postal Fiscal 1938
£ 650
5c green mint etc, Total cat £1778. (48).

381 1937-1950 George VI collection on leaves with useful content throughout including 1937 Coronation set on illus FDC,
1938-52 good range of values to $10 (Chalky $10 x 5 extras Cat £90), 1946 $10 vfu, 1941 Cent. set used, 1946 Cover sent
locally FDC for reopening of HK P.O following liberation 28 SP 1945, good quantity with many extras, high cat value.

£ 120

382 1953-1991 Attractive modern mint and mainly used collection of commem & defin sets noted 1954 set used, plus
some blocks of 4 to $10 used, 1962 set used, most 1960s omnibus plus year of sets (Monkey m & u sets), 1973 set, plus
vals to $20 in used blks of 4, FDC 14 vals to $20, 1974-5 Festival M/S mint (cat £90), 1982 & 1987 Official FDCs for defin
£ 500
sets to $50, STC Approx $2600+.

383 1992-1999 Attractive modern mainly unmounted mint collection of commems sets and plenty of nice miniature sheets,
also defin issues to $50 mostly fine used CDS, back of the book incl postage due sets, some revenues incl QEII to $60,
£ 275
STC Approx $1000+.

384 Post Offices in China: 1922-27 Overprint set of 11 hinged mint, mainly fine and attractive set to $2, SG 18/28 cat
£ 100
£425.
385 Postage Dues: 1938-63 Specimen perfins on 2c grey, 4c orange, 6c scarlet & 10c violet all sound mint with toned
brownish gum, nice lookers, SG D6s/D8s & D10s.
£ 48
386 POSTMARKS Collection in a Senator springback album with QEII post offices on paper or singles sorted into approx
85 different envelopes (mainly very modern), album has GVI to 1960s-80s QEII issues incl some nice blocks of 4, on paper
etc, 100s.
£ 75

387 Stockbook with some better modern ranges unmounted mint including 2002 Defins sheet to $5, 1990s-2000s
Exhibitions, Year of, Urban Heritage set of 4 sheets, 1992 defins to $5 in U/M blks of 4, etc, colourful lot.
£ 24
HUNGARY
388 1874-1973 A mint & used / CTO collection on Scott printed album pages including modern 1950s to 1970s sets or
ranges, odd better noted 1920 Wheatsheaf to 10k mint (cat £56), 1931 Air Zeppelin ovpt set of 2 mint (cat £260), 1933
Scouts set m (cat £40), 1935 Death set 5 m (cat £50), 1946 Railways set m, etc, clean lot with nice condition & useful cat
£ 150
value. Ex-estate lot unpicked as received.

389 1920-1989 Extensive collection in 5 binders neatly arranged on Hagner pages with many mint or used sets throughout,
£ 100
many nice earlier material, huge amount of thematics, clean lot for expansion, 100s, heavy lot.
390 1933 Air 2p claret Mercury & Propellor very fine hinged mint, SG 561, cat £95.
£ 25
391 1933 Air 5p grey top value Mercury & Propellor very fine hinged mint, SG 562, cat £190.
£ 48
392 Old Time collection on leaves mint and used with useful noted 1871 Litho & Engraved incl 2kr orange mint (cat £110),
all values to 25k used (25k is on paper with TALVANY CDS), 1888 numerals in black incl 2f mauve (cat £55), 5k red and
pink mint (cat £70), 24k mint (cat £44), used to 3fo, large range of Turul defins for diff printings, 1913 Flood Charity 12
values mint incl 1k & 5k (cat £76), 1914 War Charity 15 values mint to 2k & 5k (cat £100), 1918 Air set 2 mint (cat £58),
1925 Jokal set m, 1929 Defins to 70f mint, 1927 Air set used (cat £65), 1932 Madonna 10p f.u. (cat £100), 1p & 2p mint
(cat £130), 1922 air to 2p used (cat £40), 1p green mint (cat £65), some back of the book, mixed but overall fine and STC
£ 280
£1300+.

393 Old-Time Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 400 different incl first issues for Engraved or Litho to 25k used, 1880s defins, overprints, many part
sets & good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c400).
£ 75

ICELAND
394 1876-1983 A useful mint and used collection in a well filled Viscount springback album noted 1876 to 100a, 1902 I
GILDI ovpts used to 25a, 1907 to 1k used, 1921 Surcharges to 50a on 5k used, 1925 Landing 7a, 20a & 35a mint (cat
£200), 1928 air ovpt set 2 used (cat £110), 1930 Parliament to 40a mint, to 35k & 5k orange used (cat £300), hereon many
part or complete sets both mint or used, airs,Officials very good range incl 1876 50a mauve mint (cat £75), huge cat value
in excess of £2000+.
£ 300

395 Collection of earlier on large printed leaves incl 1875 6a, 10a & 16a brown, 1882 to 40a, 1902 Gildi ovpts to 10a, 1911
£ 80
to 25a, 1912 to 20a, 1931 Falls to 75a, STC c£800.
INDIA
396 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1937-40 set of 18 to 25r (cat £600), 15r is
unmounted mint, 1940-43 set of 14 (cat £45), 1948 1st Anniv. Ghandi set (cat £425, 10r is very poorly creased and bad gum
faults thus not counted), 1949-52 set (cat £325), 1949 UPU set, etc. Cat £1123. (74). Very useful lot.
£ 380
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INDONESIA
397 1982-1997 Unmounted mint collection of sets, defins, commems, miniature sheets and modern sheetlets in a large
well filled stockbook including many nice thematics unmounted mint, noted many miniature sheets cat up to £70+, 1982
Birds M/S (both, cat £70), 1983 Temple M/S, 1983 Fish sets, 1984 Birds M/S (cat £45), Forestry M/S, Aussie M/S (cat £45),
1984 Filacento 325r M/S (cat £70), 1988 Filacept M/S set 2 both perf & imperf (cat £88), 1988 Butterflies M/S both perf &
imperf (cat £82), 1989 Flowers 1000r M/S (cat £60), hereon good degree of completion to 1997, enormous catalogue value.

£ 400

IRAN
398 1899 Nasser-Edin Shah Qajar, P.12½ 10k dark blue key value neat mounted mint example, fresh, SG 162. Scarce.
£ 80
399 1899 Nasser-Edin Shah Qajar, P.12½ 50k orange brown top values neat mounted mint example, fresh, SG 163.
£ 35
IRELAND
400 1937-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1937 set of 3 (cat £450), 1940 set 17 to 10s
(cat £110), 1941 Easter set 2, 1948 Air set, Postage Due 1940-53 6 vals to 5d etc. Cat £725. (74). Very useful lot.

£ 200

ITALIAN P.O. ABROAD
401 CHINA: 1917 Overprint Pechino set of seven low values fine hinged mint from 1c to 50c including key 20c orange
£ 100
which is very fine (cat £200). (7).
402 CRETE: 1906 5l rose and blue top value hinged mint with LA CANEA overprint, some light toning otherwise fine, SG
£ 80
13 cat £425.
ITALY
403 1862 King Victor Emmanuel II, 80c yellow superb fine used with a sock on the nose CUNEO 16 MAGG 62 CDS in
black. Few uneven perfs & a diagonal crease but does not detract from this super example of this scarce stamp, SG 4 Cat
£ 225
£2250.

404 1862-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 215 different incl better earlies to 2l, 1890 parcel post surch set mint, 1901 to 5l, 1910 set 2 mint,
Pleb. 5c cto used, 1911-12 sets, part sets to 1930s, useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c215). Useful
catalogue value.
£ 250

405 1879 King Umberto I 25c blue unused with traces of original gum, very fine looker, SG 34 Cat £950 mint.
£ 50
406 1889 5l red and green King Umberto scarce top value CDS used with faults including short top right corner and some
£ 50
uneven short or pulled perfs, otherwise a very nice spacefiller, SG 43 Cat £1100.
407 1924 Holy Year top value 5l + 2.50l purple and red fine CDS cancel, SG 177 Cat £95.
£ 25
408 Large stockbook with 19th century to modern mainly used in a well filled 64 sided stockbook, huge range of defins
and commems and odd better sets and ranges noted 1890 Parcel Post used surcharge set, 1923 Faith set mostly used (cat
£ 125
£330), airs etc, 100s.

ITALY - COLONIES
409 East Africa: 1938-1941 Collection on leaves mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1938 complete set of 20
mixed m & u (some toning 2l55 to 20l top values all mint cat £138), 1938 Augustus set m, 1940 Naples Ex. set m, 1941
Axis postage & air set m (1l blue air cat £55), 1938 Express Plough set 2 used, King set 2 mint,1938 air set m & u (tones,
£ 125
25l top value mint cat £32), good catalogue value mainly complete sets, STC £375+.

410 Libya: 1921 Victory 10l dark blue and olive hinged mint top value, very fine, key stamp, SG 33A Cat £350. £ 100
411 Libya: 1928 1.75l brown hinged mint top value, very fine, key stamp, SG 67 Cat £100.
£ 35
412 Money Order Stamps: 1925 Segnatasse Vaglia set of six stamps lightly hinged mint, light tone on 50c lilac otherwise
very fine to £3 red. Scarce set, Sassone €260, Sassone 1-6.
£ 80
413 P.O. in LEVANT: Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 50 different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c50).

£ 25

414 Somaliland: 1903-1936 Original collection New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately
84 different incl 1903 Elephant 2c brown mint (cat £100), 1905 1l on 10a lilac (cat £49), 1916 surcharges, 1916 Red X set
mint (cat £140), 1923 surcharges (cat £168), 1926 surcharges set mint to 25c on 2½a mint (cat £124), 1934 Colonial Ex.
set mint etc, etc, nice range. (c84). Good cat value.
£ 200
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ITALY - STATES
415 Neapolitan Provinces: 20g yellow a nice fine used example with decent NAPOLI 24 GIU 62 CDS cancel, 1½ margins
£ 40
but neatly cut and thinned otherwise presentable, SG 19 Cat £3250.
IVORY COAST
416 1913-1980 A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages including many sets or ranges with many better
£ 45
catalogued including airs to 500f, commems, nice thematics, 1960s many nice mint sets, etc, (Approx 320).
JAMAICA
417 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 114/7.

£ 16

JAPAN
418 1957-1978 Attractive mint and used collection in SG loose-leaf album includes Health miniature sheets from 1957£ 85
1967 Mint, used 1968-1976 m & u, QEII vals to £1 used etc, useful cat value in excess of £450+.
419 1989-1999 Superb unmounted mint collection of setenant strips, singles sets, some miniature sheets all neatly
mounted on printed pages in mounted, an extremely colourful lot with many nice sets, part complete for the periods, STC
£ 225
£650.

420 2000-2005 Superb unmounted mint collection of setenant strips, singles sets all neatly mounted on printed pages in
£ 160
mounted, an extremely colourful lot with many nice sets, part complete for the periods, STC £485.
KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
421 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.
£5
422 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-54 Set of 20 to £1 (cat £250 as
cheapest), 1941 Pairs ovptd set (cat £30), 1948 RSW set (cat £50), 1949 UPU etc, cat £330 (41).
£ 230
423 Collection jumbled on leaves in a 22 ring binder from 1937-1975, useful earlier including GVI defins to £1 (P.14 ord
paper x 4 cat £104), QEII to £1 mint & used, etc.
£ 48
KOREA
424 1899 -1900 50p dark purple Korean Flag Overprinted in Black fine used with neat corner CDS leaving overprint clear,
£ 300
mainly very sound, hard to come by, expertising pencil signature on reverse.
425 1899 -1900 5p yellowish green Korean Flag Overprinted in Black fine used with neat corner CDS leaving overprint
£ 180
clear, mainly very sound, hard to come by, expertising pencil signature on reverse.
426 1899 Surcharge 1p on 25p dark purple-red Korean Flag all surcharged in Black fine heavy hinged mint mainly very
sound and rare and expertising pencil signature on reverse.
£ 1000
427 1899 Surcharge 1p on 25p dark purple-red Korean Flag surcharged in Black fine used with neat side CDS, mainly very
£ 50
sound, backing paper and expertising pencil signature on reverse.
428 1951-1970s A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with a good range of defins and commems incl
1955 Rotary set m, 1956 Stamp Day set m, 1961 Miniature sheet ranges mint (12 diff), 1964 long set 10 u/m (cat £60), 1964
M/S's mint, 1960s commem sets mainly u/m, 1969 Fairy Tales set 4 M/S, 1970 Fairy Tales M/S set 4 (cat £60), 1970
Paintings set 3 M/S u/m, Airs including 1947 set 3 m, 1950 Air 60w m, 1954 to 701h m, etc. Clean lot with nice condition.
£ 350
(Qty).

KUWAIT
429 1939-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1939 set of 13 to 15r (cat £375), 1945 set
of 13 (cat £75), 1948-9 set of 11 (cat £100), 1948 RSW set (cat £40), 1950-54 set of 9 (Cat £110) etc, cat £700 (43).

£ 200

LABUAN
430 1880s-1902 mint and used collection on leaves with some better content including 1880s to 1890s Heads to 40c mint
& used (mainly remainder cancels), 40c ochre mint, 1894 8c mint, 1896 Jubilee 2c mint, 1896 50c maroon top marginal
mint, 1902-03 Crown issues to $1 mint (cat £65), etc, needs sorting out.
£ 125

LEEWARD IS.
431 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.

£ 150

LIBYA
432 1912-1980s A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with a good range of defins and commems incl
Italian 1921 to 1l, 1938 Augusto to 1.25l m, 1952 to 200m used, 1965 Birds set u/m, various commems to 1965, 1966
£ 22
UNESCO M/S m (3 diff), Fezzan mint ranges etc, clean little lot. (approx 200).
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433 Italian Colonies: 1912-1941 Collection on leaves mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1912 both 15c grey
(cat £230 few pulled perfs), 40c brown, 50c violet all mint, 45c, 60c &10l green and pink top value fine used (cat £180),
1915 Red X 10c, 15c & 20c used (cat £85), 20c surch mint, 1921 long set used but all toned (not counted), 1922 Victory
set m, 1928 air set m & u, 1937 11th Tripoli Fair set m (cat £74), 1941 Axis set m, good catalogue value, some toning but
£ 300
not counted, mainly complete sets, STC £935+.

LIECHTENSTEIN
434 1920-1980s A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with a good range of defins and commems incl
1920 to 10k m, sparse to 1970s then 1980s and few 1990s u/m sets, some back of the book, Semi postals etc, clean little
lot. (approx 400).
£ 40

435 Old-Time Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 98 different defins and commems, surcharges and overprints, imperfs / noted 1912 set 3 mint (cat
£239), 1921 incl 50r & 80r mint, 1f used (cat £80), 1925 Birthday set m & u, 1927 birthday set 3 m, 1928 Flood Relief set
m (tones cat £122), 1929 Accession set m, 1930 long set 9 vals to 1.50 m & u (cat £670), 1930 Airs 15r to 35r & 1f mint
(cat £179), 1933 Birthday set m (cat £117), etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
£ 340
gaps. (c98). Huge catalogue value £1700+.

LITHUANIA
436 1923-1940 A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with a small range of defins and commems incl
1922 air set 3 m, 1933 Air 550th Anniv. set m, Vaizgntas set fine used, 1932 Orphans Fund set m, etc, clean lot. (approx
£ 35
90).

437 Old-Time Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 290 different defins and commems, surcharges and overprints, imperfs, airs, part sets etc, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c290).
£ 80

LUXEMBOURG
438 1852-1983 A useful mint and used collection in a well filled Utile luxury album noted 1852 10c black (3), 1s red 1859
Imperf 11 values to 37½c used, 25c brown used (2, faults cat £900), 30c purple is f.u. (horiz. crease cat £375), 1865
roulette to 40c orange used, 1874 perf to 30c, 1906 incl 25c blue mint, 1926 Charlotte incl 1f red m, then good range of
£ 350
defins and commems to 1980s. 100 huge cat value in excess of £3500+. Album binder expensive new.

439 1874-1970s A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with a good range of defins and commems incl
1890s to middle vals m & u, 1910 to 1940s issues to middle values, 1947 Echternach set m (cat £60) etc, clean lot. (approx
£ 60
480).

440 1875-1975 Extensive mint and earlier used collection in a well filled Schaubek printed album with huge runs of years
from 1920s to 1970s, plus used earlier part sets and singles, better sets, STC £3400, clean lot for expansion. 100s.

£ 350

441 Old-Time Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 230 different defins and commems, surcharges and overprints, imperfs / rouletted, airs, part sets
£ 150
etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c230).

442 Stockbook with a nice modern range of commem sets and ranges both unmounted mint and or fine used for each
issue, mainly 1980s to 1990s, good run of years. Attractive assembly.
£ 28
MACAU
443 1884 200r orange Crown issue very fine hinged mint, superb and fresh, SG 17 Cat £75.
£ 25
444 1884 80r grey Crown issue very fine used, nice CDS, SG 31 Cat £60.
£ 20
445 1884 P.13½ Crown 50r green surcharge 10 Reis in black very fine used nice crisp CDS, grossly under catalogued by
SG. SG 42a.
£ 80
MALAYAN STATES
446 BMA: 1945 Mint / unmounted mint collection of blocks and pairs including plate positions for 1c black (3 plate 1), 2c
orange (2 plate 1), 3c green (3 plate 3), 5c brown (plate 1), 6c grey (2 x pl.1), 8c scarlet (2 x pl.1), 10c purple (3 x pl.1),
50c (2 x pl.1), $1 (2 x pl.1), $2 (2 x pl.1), $5 purple and orange (plate 1), also other mint / U/M blks of 4, pairs etc. Useful
£ 200
collection. STC £600+.

447 Johore: 1898 Sultan Ibrahim $1 to $5 five top values hinged mint, usual gum, very sound lookers, SG 49/53 Cat £287.
£ 55
448 Johore: 1936-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1936-40 12c ultramarine (SG 114
cat £55), 30c & 40c, 1940 8c (SG 130 cat £26), 1949-52 20 values to $5 (no 30c scarlet issued in 1955 cat £3.25), 1948
£ 180
RSW set, 1949 UPU set, Postage Dues 1938 Complete set 5 (SG D1/5 cat £200). Cat £467. (35).
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449 Kedah: 1936-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint almost complete for the period including 1937 Sultan Abdul Hamid
Halimshah set to $1 & $5 ($2 used with faults not counted), 1948 RSW set, 1950 20 values to $5 (no 30c as issued in 1955,
£ 125
4c is f.u.) mint (cat £160), 1949 UPU set Cat £380. (35).

450 Kelantan: 1911 $5 green and orange mounted mint, fresh looker, SG 12 Cat £50.
£ 20
451 Kelantan: 1915 $1 green and brown mounted mint, fresh looker, SG 9d Cat £75.
£ 20
452 Kelantan: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint almost complete for the period including 1937 Sultan Ismail set to
$1 (cat £338), 1948 RSW set (cat £30)1951 set of 20 to $5 (no 30c as issued in 1955) cat £200, 1949 UPU set. Cat £570.
£ 200
(39).

453 Large DAVO binder with early to modern country sections STC £1000+ noted FMS, Malaysia to $10 used, Penang
GVI to $5, Perak earlier, Kelantan, Negri Sembilan, Selangor to $5, Johore to $5 etc, very jumbled lot, needs sorting out,
£ 125
100s.

454 Malacca: 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1948 RSW set (cat £35), 1949-52
£ 65
set of 20 to $5 (cat £150), 1949 UPU. Cat £188. (26).
455 Malacca: Japanese Occupation full strike in red over block of 4 2c orange Straits Settlements cancelled neat
£ 40
MALACCA incomplete double ring CDS cancel, fine, SG J46 STC £300.
456 Mint & used collection on Hagner pages in a binder with good range of material including QV Straits Sett. to 6c mint,
1883 to 30c & 32c mint, Surcharges to 30c on 32c mint, One Cent surcharges, 4 cents surcharges all mint, EDVII 1902 30c
mint, $1 mint (toned), 1906 EDVII 9 vals to $2 mint, 1912 to $2 mint, FMS, Johore incl nine values overprinted Specimen
to $10 (very poor toning), Kedah, Kelantan, Pahang 1895 Tiger set 3 m (cat £75), 1935 many vals to $1 mint, 1950 to $2
£ 160
mint, Perak, Perlis, etc, useful pickings.

457 Negri Sembilan: 1895-99 Tiger 1c to 25c mounted mint for set to 15c & 25c, all nice lookers, SG 5-11, 13 Cat £282.
£ 60
458 Negri Sembilan: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1937-41 Arms 2c orange,
3c green, 6c scarlet & 15c ultr. (cat £41), 1948 RSW set (cat £23), 1949-52 set of 20 to $5 cat £130 (few tones, no 30c as
£ 65
only issued in 1955), 1949 UPU. Cat £196. (33).

459 Pahang: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1937-41 3c green, 6c scarlet, 8c
scarlet & 15c ultr (SG 31a, 34, 36 & 39 cat £114), 1948 RSW set (cat £25), 1950-52 20 values set to $5 (no 30c issued in
1955) etc. Cat £261.
£ 88

460 Perlis: 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1948 RSW set (cat £27), 1949-52 set
of 20 (cat £110, not including 30c issued in 1955), 1949 UPU. Cat £140. (26).
£ 46
461 Selangor: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1937-41 defins to $1 & $2 (SG 86/7
cat £74), 1948 RSW set (cat £27), 1949-52 set of 20 (cat £110, not including 30c issued in 1955), 1949 UPU. Cat £247.
£ 82
(32).

462 Stockbook (32 sides) with early to modern mint & used country sections noted Kedah to $5, Kelantan to $2 mint,
£ 40
Malacca to $2 mint, Penang to $5 used (2 diff), Selangor to $5 used, very jumbled lot, needs sorting out, 100s.
463 Stockbook with a useful QV to GVI assembly incl Stratis Sett. first issue surcharges 6c, 8c, 12c, 24c & 32 (mixed used
cat £825), 1867 to 96c, EDVII to $5 (2), 1906 ovpts on Labuan, later EDVII to $2, GV to $5 (4), 1938 GVI to $5, FMS
£ 100
Tigers, Fiscal Elephant values, sparse ranges for Johore to $2, etc, mixed but useful pickings.

464 Trengganu: 1938-1952 Almost complete for GVI collection of hinged mint sets including 1938 3c brown chalky & 8c
grey (SG 29 & 34 cat £92), 1941 surch set 2, 1948 RSW set, 1949-52 Sultan Ismail set of 20 cat £160 (no 30c as issued
£ 175
in 1955), 1949 UPU, 1937 Postage Due set (SG D1/4 cat £170). Total cat £438. (34).

465 Useful group of sets and ranges on stockcards including Penang 1948 GVI set to $5 mint, Malacca 1948 set to $5
mint, Singapore 1948 GVI set to $2 P.14, Perak values to $1 mint, Perlis to $5 mint, Selangor vals to $5 used etc, STC
£ 95
£380.

MALI
466 1960-1980S A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with an attractive range of defins and commems
incl 1961 long set to 85f u/m, 1970s thematic sets and ranges u/m, commem sets mint, run of airmail issues mainly mint
/ u/m to 1000f etc, clean lot. (approx 500).
£ 60

MALTA
467 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 210/13.
£ 18
468 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-43 set of 21 (cat £75), 1948 New
£ 60
Constitution set (cat £90), 1949 RSW set. Cat £203 (59).
469 Collection on leaves QV to QEII with some defin issues to top values mint and used noted EDVII to 1s, Postage
overprints to 10s mainly used, GVI to 10s, QEII to £1 nice little ranges.
£ 28
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470 DAVO Printed album in very good condition with a mainstream mint and used assembly, ideal for expansion,
£ 30
expensive new.
MAURITIUS
471 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-49 set of 12 (cat £120), 1948 RSW set,
1950 set of 15 (cat £75). Cat £215 (42).
£ 60
MONACO
472 1885-1936 Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 108 different incl 1885 1c-15c & 40c mint (cat £933), 1891 to 1f m & u, 1924 to 10f m & u, 1933
vals to 20f used (cat £450), 1933 air surch etc, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c108). High
£ 300
cat value.

473 1891 15c pink hinged mint very fine looker, hinge remains on reverse but extremely nice frontal appearance, SG 15
£ 45
Cat £250.
MONGOLIA
474 1926 New Currency set of 2 5m & 20m both fine used, 5m CDS, 20m red boxed cancel on paper, both fine, SG 16/17.
Cat £57.
£ 20
MONTSERRAT
475 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-48 set of 12 (cat £110), 1948 RSW set,
£ 55
1951 set of 13 (cat £65). Cat £182 (38).
MOZAMBIQUE
476 1893 Surcharge 5 on 40r brown fine used violet oval trade cachet, very fine, SG 53 Cat £160.
£ 32
477 1898 Surcharges set of 2 2½r on 20r and 5r on 40r brown both fine used neat CDS cancels, very fine, SG 84/5. Cat
£69.
£ 20
NETHERLANDS
478 1852-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 224 different incl better earlies, vals to 50c gold, runs for each issue values to mainly 2g50, useful
£ 200
lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c224). Useful catalogue value.

479 1852-1977 Extensive mainly mint & some used collection in a Borek printed album, noted many better sets through
year runs noted 1952 Int. Stamp Ex. both sets (cat £160), 1949 Queen 75c magenta mint (cat £130), 1940 Surcharges mint
£ 250
100, 250 & 500 (cat £180), etc, nice clean lot for expansion. Good cat value.

480 1852-1999 An Extensive collection in a printed peg album with a huge amount of completion, 1852 to 1960s is either
mint or used with most mainstream issues represented mainly to 1g values, then 1966-1999 huge amount of modern
commem sets with many complete year runs unmounted mint, plus self-adhesive, booklet, setenant, M/S etc. Massive cat
£ 300
value, 100s.

481 1945-1966 Attractive mainly unmounted mint collection in a luxury DAVO hingeless printed album with high degree
of completion including 1945-60s mixed mint & U/M noted 1947 Queen defins 30c & 40c U/M (cat £64), 1949 set to 10g
(mostly fine used), 1953 Queen defin set U/M, 1956 Europa 25c U/M, miniature sheets incl 1967 Ameripex set 3 in souvenir
£ 100
blocks of 10 (cat £157). Attractive lot finish off with U/M sets.

482 1951-1979 An extensive mostly unmounted mint collection with a high degree of completion in a Lighthouse hingeless
luxury printed album in red (spine broken, expensive new), attractive collection includes definitive issues to top values,
commemorative sets, miniature sheets, back of the book, also sheetlets, then earlier used to 1935, mint sets and ranges
to 1950, incl 1953 to 10g u/m, many Child Welfare sets u/m, 1942 Legion blk of 10 & blk of 4 mint (cat £190), etc, huge
£ 275
catalogue value. 100s.

483 1960-1990 An extensive unmounted mint collection with a high degree of completion in a Lighthouse hingeless luxury
printed album in red (expensive new), attractive collection includes booklets, miniature sheets, back of the book etc, huge
£ 200
catalogue value. 100s.

484 1969-1989 Exceptionally attractive mainly unmounted mint collection in a luxury DAVO hingeless printed album with
£ 100
high degree of completion including miniature sheets, booklets etc, very fine NVPH Cat €650.
485 1990-2000 An extensive unmounted mint collection with a high degree of completion in a Lighthouse hingeless luxury
printed album in red (expensive new), attractive collection includes booklets, miniature sheets, back of the book, also
sheetlets, booklets, sets and definitives from 1980-1990 incl sets and values to 10g etc, huge catalogue value. 100s.

£ 200

486 1991-1996 Exceptionally attractive mainly unmounted mint collection in a luxury DAVO hingeless printed album with
high degree of completion including miniature sheets, booklets etc, very fine NVPH Cat €300+. Albums expensive new!

£ 40
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487 Large 64 sided stockbook with a useful double mint and used collection, well filled pages from 1852 to 1948 with huge
amount of better sets and ranges noted 1867 25c purple (cat £150), 50c gold used (cat £250), 1864 15c orange (2 with
faults, Cat £280), diff perfs and dies, 1869 'set' used (cat £360), 1c black small part o.g. (cat £350), 1872 to 50c used, 1906
TB set f.u., 1923 surch set 2 used (cat £35), 1923 Culture Fund set used (cat £66), 1920s-30s Fund sets incl 1931 mint (cat
£65), 1932 Tourist set m (cat £135), 1932 Welfare mint (cat £55), 1933 Seaman's Fund set m (cat £95), 1933 Fund set m
(cat £50), 1934 Crisis set m (cat £39), 1935 Air 6c + 4c brown u/m (cat £47), 1940 long set to 50c mint, 1940 surcharge
£ 150
network set used, set to 80c mint, huge cat value, many useful sets.

NEW ZEALAND
488 1857-1900 Chalon Heads range in mixed condition but including a nice 1862 1s deep green fine used (cat £375), 6d
red-brown used, perf issues 1d, 2d (3), 3d, 4d yellow (cat £120), 4d rose (cat £250), 6d & 1864 1s yellow-green (cat £140)
£ 210
for diff printings, nice group. (13).

489 1862-2000 An impressive mainly mint (1947 onwards) run of complete sets, enormous range of commem sets (face
£ 125
value approx $850), with nice used ranges of QV to mid GVI etc, good cat value, 100s, ideal for expansion.
490 1898 4d bright rose White Terrace Rotomahana imperf proof ungummed block of 4 on card slightly unevenly cut along
the top into top right design, otherwise very fine. SG 252 proof.
£ 125
491 1925-1961 Mint and Unmounted mint collection on album pages, strength in GVI including many perf varieties,
different printings etc 1936-42 issues to 3s with up to three different perfs for 9d, 1s, 3s, two health M/S, STC £900+.

£ 180

492 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted QV to
4d, later QV to 1s, pictorial defins to 2s used, to 1s mint / unused, 1925 Exhib. set m, 1931 airmail set mint (cat £60), 192627 2s blue used (2), Health miniature sheets mint, hereon huge amount of defins and commems to modern, some nice
£ 180
M/S's to 2000s mint, FDCs etc, huge quantity and useful value.

493 Officials: 1936-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint almost complete for the period including 1936-45 Pictorial issue 13
values to 5s green (cat £327 as cheapest, no SG O129), 1938-51 set (cat £160, tones on cheaper 3d), 1½d is sound, 1940
Centennial set (cat £190), 1947 Heads set (cat £80), Mainly fine, Cat £677.
£ 225

494 Stockbook of QV to modern mainly used with a huge and useful range of material including Chalon perfs 4d yellow
fine used 070 cancel, 6d slate, 6d brown, 1s yellow-green (2), Sideface, later QV defins to 1s for different printings, Adsons
range (c110 incl pairs cat £495+), pictorial defins to 1s, EDVII to 1s, GV to 1s, good ranges of penny universal, GVI to 3s,
£ 300
etc, huge qty and cat value.

NICARAGUA
495 1862-1964 Collection on old time leaves including useful 19th century to middle periods well filled mint & used for
each area noted surcharges, overprints, good range of 1930s-40s m & u, last seen in the 1960s as catalogued in £sd,
£ 48
unpicked as found.

496 Old-Time Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 184 different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 45
(c184).

NIGERIA
497 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 30/3.
£ 24
498 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-51 set of 16 (cat £55), 1948 RSW set
(cat £17), 1949 UPU etc. Cat £75.
£ 25
NORTH BORNEO
499 1953-1961 Attractive mint collection on leaves including 1953 Coronation blk of 4 m, 1954 set of 15 mint (cat £75),
£ 85
1956 75th Anniv. set in mint blks of 4, 1961 complete set of 16 mint (cat £160), etc, nice little lot, cat £260+.
NORTHERN RHODESIA
500 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 18/21.
501 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 18/21.

£8
£ 25

NORWAY
502 1855-1969 An attractive fine (earlier) and mainly mint sets and ranges in a clean DAVO luxury hingeless printed album
and slipcase, noted a couple of earlier signed on reverse, 1855 4s blue imperf (2 large margins cat £180), 1856-57 set of
King Oscar used (cat £310), 1863-66 set used (some faults incl 3s key stamp two straight edges, cat £1020), 1867-68 set
to 8sk used (cat £339), 1872 Posthorn set 6 used (faults cat £431), 1877 set to 60o, 1905 Surchs 1k & 1k.50 used (cat
£148), 1907 King Haakon 2k red f.u. (cat £150), 1930 Tourist set m (cat £160), etc, ideal for continuation, 100s, good cat
value.
£ 600
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503 1855-1987 A well filled peg album on plain leaves for a nice fine used collection from earlies noted 1855 4sk blue vfu
4 huge margins nice CDS (cat £200), 1856 3s, 4s & 8s f.u. (cat £180), 1863 set to 24sk CDS (cat £1100+), 1867 to 8sk (cat
£380), 1872 posthorn set (cat £415), 1877 to 60o, 1925 Air polar bear set f.u. (cat £150), 1930 Tourist set (cat £185), hereon
£ 400
huge amount of defins and commem sets, etc, high cat value, ideal for expansion.

504 1863-1989 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a mainstream used collection of defins and commems,
£ 40
retail €80+.
505 1877-1971 Mainly unmounted mint collection with high catalogue neatly arranged in a Lindner printed hingeless album
well filed, noted 1870s Posthorns mainly used to 60o blue, 1878 Oscar set used, 1910 Haakon set 5 mint, 1925 Air Polar
bear set part u/m, 1930 Tourist set m, 1940s onwards mainly unmounted mint, 1941 V overprint set u/m, 1944 onwards
appears complete u/m, 1958 King Olav incl 5k purple u/m (cat £65), etc, ideal for expansion, enormous cat value STC
£ 500
£3400+.

506 A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages from 1853 to 1970s incl 1863 4s, 1867 4s, 1925 Annexation
set 4 m, 1929 Abel mint, 1938 Tourist set m, overprints, back of the book, etc, clean lot with nice condition. Approx 400+.

£ 40

507 Old-Time Original collection early issues to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 138 different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 75
(c138).

NYASALAND
508 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-44 Complete set of 18 to £1 (cat £200),
1945 Complete set (cat £85), 1948 RSW set, 1951 Jubilee set, Postage Dues 1950 set of 5 (appears unmounted mint, cat
£ 145
£100) etc. Cat £417.

509 Album leaves with an earlier range of QV-EDVII Issues mainly fiscal used higher values incl 1897 2/6, 10s, £1 (cat
£675 as postal used), 1903 2/6, 4s & 10s (cat £500 as postal), plus nice selection of postal used low vals.
£ 45
PAKISTAN
510 1947-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1947 Overprint set of 19 to 25r (cat £190),
1948-54 set of 20 (cat £160, 25r is used SG 43a same cat m & u), 1949 Redrawn set (cat £110), 1949 Death set, 1951
£ 175
Indep. set of 9 etc. Cat £495. (62).

511 Bahawalpur: 1947-1949 GVI Collection unmounted & hinged mint almost complete for the period including 1948 set
of 14 to 10r unmounted mint (cat £180), Officials 1945 set of 6 mint (cat £110), 1945 Amir set of 2 U/M (SG O17/8), 1945
£ 150
Revenue ovptd mint (sweated gum cat £110 SG O7), Cat £470. (58).

512 Officials: 1947-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1947 set to 5r (cat £67), 10r top
value is used indistinct cancel (cat £180), 1948-54 set (cat £130), 1949 set of 5 (cat £110), 1951 set 3 etc. Cat £508. (34).

£ 125

PAPUA & NEW GUINEA
513 Emergency printing: 1995 (20 Jun) Philatelic unaddressed FIRST DAY COVER cover bearing set of 3 Freshwater Fish
emergency surcharged issue, these were prepared at PORT MORESBY by collector's on the spot!, rarely seen as FDC.
ASC 685a/687a.
£ 75

514 Emergency printing: 1995 (20 Jun) Philatelic unaddressed FIRST DAY COVER cover bearing set of 3 Freshwater Fish
emergency surcharged issue, these were prepared at PORT MORESBY by collector's on the spot!, rarely seen as FDC.
ASC 685a/687a.
£ 75

PARAGUAY
515 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 135 different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c135).

£ 40

PERU
516 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 205 different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c205).

£ 45

PHILIPPINE IS.
517 PHILIPPINE IS. - US Possess: Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 65 different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c65).

£ 25
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PITCAIRN IS.
518 1940-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1940-51 set of 10 (cat £75), 1949 RSW set
£ 45
(cat £42), 1949 UPU. Cat £134. (18).
POLAND
519 1919-1990s A useful mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages with an attractive range of defins and
commems from middle periods mint & used, later incl u/m sets, nice thematics, airmails, back of the book, all different etc,
£ 60
clean lot. (100s).

520 Accumulation in a carton with early to modern in various stockbooks and leaves, mainly used with much thematic
interest, 100s.
£ 35
PORTUGAL
521 1855-1974 DAVO Printed album with a nice mainstream representation of mint and used sets and ranges for defins
£ 40
and commems, some to top values. Some marks on the album otherwise ideal for expansion, 100s.
522 1866 Curved Labels 240r lilac top value nicely fine used 46 numeral cancellation, few blind perfs and slight rub
£ 75
otherwise nice example of this key top value, SG 67 Cat £700.
523 1931 700th Death Anniv. of St Anthony set of 6 fine hinged mint, lovely issue, SG 853/858 Cat £210.
£ 58
524 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 240 different incl many better earlies imperfs for each issue to 100r, 1866 curved label to 120r imperf,
1867 to 120r perf, 1870 Straight label to 1000r, 1893 surcharges, 1894/95 part issues, many fine used noted good
£ 250
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c244).

PORTUGAL - COLONIES
525 Angra: 1892-97 mint & used assembly including 1892 200r blue on blue mint (small toning Cat £75), 75r red m rough
£ 38
perfs, 1897 16 different values incl 200r, 300r & 500r used, etc STC £148. (25).
526 Azores: 1868 Imperf 100r lilac fine used example with 4 large margins, neat barred postmark, touching into bottom
right otherwise lovely above average example. SG 6 Cat £225.
£ 38
527 Azores: 1868 Imperf 50r green fine used example with 4 very large margins, neat barred postmark, superb well above
average example. SG 4 Cat £200.
£ 48
RUMANIA
528 1871 With Beard 15b red attractive 3½ touching to good margins, small nick top right corner with nice JASSY CDS
£ 60
cancel, expertised CIVIOINI PARIS. SG 86 Cat £250.
529 1900 P. 11½ x 11½ No Wmk 50b orange in a nice unmounted mint block of 25 a few age marks on reverse otherwise
nice multiple, SG 403. Cat £525.
£ 52
530 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 275 different incl many better earlies imperfs, with and without beard issues to 50b, 1906 charity sets, 1931
Scouts set m, very good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c275).
£ 180

RUSSIA
531 1970-1979 Mainly unmounted mint enormous collection neatly laid out on leaves in a ring binder with 100s of
complete sets and year runs, miniature sheets, masses of thematics, good representation for most years STC £850+. 100s.

£ 250

532 1973-1978 Attractive run of year sets and range, miniature sheets mostly unmounted mint in a 4 ring binder, STC
£ 110
£580+, attractive lot with many nice thematics!
533 A Substantial mint & used collection early to mainly modern in a large well filled Scott printed album for some earlies
1920s-50s & then huge range 1960s to 1990s defins and commems with better noted including 1921 Charity set m, 1927
Air set 2 m (cat £65), 1937 Air set m (cat £85), 1939 Aviation set m, 1949 air set to 1r m & u, clean lot with nice condition
£ 300
& high cat value. 100s. Excellent for further expansion.

SAAR
534 1931 Christmas Charity set of 7 fine used decent CDS cancels mainly SAARLOUIS 21st or 28th Jan CDS cancels,
fine set, SG 150/156 Cat £1030.
£ 250
535 Collection on leaves with some used fine used sets including 1920 ovpts set to 1m (missing 25pf), 1920 second ovpt
to 4m (cat £60)1925 Madonna set (cat £47), 1927 Welfare 50c + 50c f.u., 1932 Air 5f brown (trimmed perfs cat £160), 1920
surch set 3 used (cat £59), 1921 25m used (cat £130), 1921 to 5fr surcharges (cat £120), 1922 set to 5f brown used (cat
£125), 1933 Explosion Disaster set 3 used (cat £273), 1934 Xmas charity to 1f used (cat £180), etc, useful lot, mainly fine.
Cat £1275
£ 300
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536 Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 105 different incl first issues overprinted, good representation of defins and some commems. Useful lot
£ 45
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c105).

SAINT HELENA
537 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7.

£ 70

SAINT KITTS
538 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 61/4.

£ 20

SAN MARINO
539 Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 186 different incl a few mint earlies with good cat value, 1921 values to 1l mint, 1929 to 2l mint etc. Useful
£ 45
lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c186).

SARAWAK
540 1941-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1941 2c to 15c (cat £44), 1945 BMA overprint
set 20 to $10 (cat £550) the $10 is uncounted mint (cat £225), 1946 Cent. set, Crown Colony 1947 set (cat £21), 1948 RSW
£ 275
set (cat £48), 1949 UPU, 1950 set to $2 mint, 50c & $5 used (cat £115). Cat £800+. (67).

SERBIA
541 Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 110 different incl a few mint earlies with good cat value, 1866 (poor), perf and imperfs, 1869 defins, 1881
£ 38
set m, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c110).

SEYCHELLES
542 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-49 Complete set of 25 to 5r (cat £550),
£ 225
1948 RSW set, 1952 set of 15 (cat £90), Postage Due 1951 set of 8. Cat £671. (59).
SIERRA LEONE
543 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an old time collectors hoard, SG 181/4.
544 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 181/4.

£ 14
£ 22

SINGAPORE
545 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1948-52 P.17½ 5c, 8c, 12,c 20c, 35c (cat
£55), P.14 1c-4c, 6c, 8c, 10c, 15c, 20c black and green, 25c, 40c to $5 (cat £183), 1948 RSW set (tone spots cat £110),
£ 90
1949 UPU. Cat £365. (26).

546 1953-1991 Attractive Lighthouse hingeless printed album with a mint mainly Unmounted mint assembly for 1970s
better sets otherwise empty (huge cost retail) noted 1971 Satellite block, Art set, 1973 Defin long set to $10, etc. £ 45
547 A mint & used collection on Scott printed album pages noted 1970s-80s sets u/m, 1985 to $10 u/m,etc. Clean lot with
£ 75
nice condition. (Approx 310).
SOLOMON IS.
548 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 53/6.
£ 42
549 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1939-51 basic set of 13 to 10s (cat £90),1948
RSW set, Postage Dues 1940 set of 8 (cat £95), Cat £195. (32).
£ 65
550 Collection of mainly mint sets and ranges on stockpages including 1935 SJ set f.u., 1938 set to 10s mint, 1948 RSW
set mint, 1956 set to £1, 1963 diff wmk set to 2/6 mint, 1965 set to £1 mint, 1966 Currency surchs., 1968 set mint, Postage
Dues: 1940 set mint (cat £95). Useful group STC £415.
£ 100

551 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1939-51 set of 13 (cat £90), 1948 RSW set, 1956-63
set 17 (cat £100), 1965 set 15 (cat £50), omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 80
SOMALIA
552 1932 Long set of 18 to two top key stamps 20l green Lesser Kudu & 25l blue Lioness all hinged mint, few with slightly
£ 175
patchy gum but all fresh lookers, nice set, SG 161a/178 (18), STC £526.
553 Italian Colonies: 1905-1950 Collection on leaves mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1905 surcharges on
Benadir issues mint 2c on 1b, 5c on 2b, 10c on 1a, 20c on 2a, 25c on 2½a, 50c on 5a, 1l on 10a (fine used), Cat £181, 1916
Red X 10c, 15c, 20c mint (cat £91), 1922 Victory set m, 1925 Holy Year set m, 1926 surcharges set of 8 values mainly used
to 1l on 10a lilac (cat £238), 1927 1st Nat. Defence set m, 1928 Society set m, 1929 Montecassino set mint (cat £65), 1930
25th Anniv. set m, 1934 Abruzzi set of 8 mint, 1935 2nd Colonial Ex. set 12 mint, good catalogue value mainly complete
£ 250
sets, STC £785+.
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SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
554 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938 set of 12 (cat £150), 1949 RSW set,
1942 set 11 (cat £55), 1951 New Currency set 11 (cat £55), Cat £266. (46).
£ 90
SOUTH AFRICA
555 An overfull binder bursting with mint and used all periods laid out on stockpages with some better seen noted Cape
of Good Hope, Transvaal, ORC / OFS, Union GV to 10s, a few defin pairs to 10s used, hereon huge amount of defins and
£ 150
commems to modern, some nice M/S's etc, huge quantity and useful value.

556 Officials: 1938-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint mostly complete for the period including 2/6 blue and brown (SG O19
cat £55), 1940 5s black and blue-green (SG O28 cat £120), 1948 5s pair (SG O26 cat £55), 1948 10s blue and charcoal
pair (SG O27 cat £110), 1949 1½d (SG O34 cat £85), 1950-54 'set' of 9 values to 10/- all mint pairs (SG range O39/49, O50
£ 260
& 51 cat £280), useful collection total cat in excess of £750. (50).

557 Range on a stockcard including 1926 6d Orange Tree pair used dumb cancels with watermark inverted variety. (SG
32w), 1927 1s blue and brown pair used violet cancel SG 36a (Cat £90), 4d brown vertical pair CDS used (SG 35b Cat £50),
£ 20
nice group.

SOUTH WEST AFRICA
558 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91.
£ 14
559 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1937 1½ purple brown pair (SG 96 cat £29),
1938 Voortrekker set 4 pairs (cat £110), 1938 Voortrekker set 2 pairs (Cat £38), 1939 Huguenot set 3 pairs (cat £65), 1941£ 100
43 War Effort set in pairs or trios (½d is used cat £50), 1943-44 set 8 (cat £25), etc, cat £320, (95).

SPAIN
560 1850-1920s Mainly imperfs collection in a stockbook many used duplicated for first issues 1850 6c black (9), 1851
6c black (3), 1852 6c pink (4), 1853 6c pink small part o.g. (cat £550 mint), 1855 to 1r blue, 2r purple (2), 1860 incl 12c red
£ 80
on buff (2), 1r & 2r, plus many more to 1870s. Attractive lot.

561 1852 Queen Isabella looking left a superb example of the 2r orange with 4 close to large margins and two neat oval
£ 600
6 barred cancels in black, expertising h/s on reverse, very fine for this rare stamp, SG 18 Cat £6000.
562 1853 Queen Isabella looking right a superb example of the 12c purple with 4 large margins and neat oval 6 barred
cancel in black, bottom right corner has a repair and expertised A MONLEON / Valencia on reverse, very fine for this lovely
£ 30
stamp, SG 23 Cat £130.

563 1915-1941 Extensive collection including a superb collection of Civil War issues arranged by areas including 1936
Seville (STC €276), Oense (STC €196), Malaga, Cadiz (STC €255), Bilbao, Orphan Welfare issues incl Palencia,
Antequera, Huelva, Tarragona M/S, Barcelona, Moncada, Cruzada, Las Palmas, Isla Cristina, Huevar incl M/S, plus many
£ 500
more, interesting lot for expansion. 100s.

SUDAN
564 1936-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1936 Arab Postman 3p-8p (Ordinary paper
SG 44b ba, 44c, 45b ba, 45c ca cat £165), 1938 Air surch set 4 (SG 74/7 cat £55), 1940-41 set of 3 surchs (SG 78/80 cat
£92), 1941 Tuti Island set 15 (10pi is used, cat £218), 1948 set 16 (cat £75), 1950 Air set (cat £28), 1951 set 17 (cat £100),
£ 260
Postage Due 1948 set of 4 (cat £50) etc. Useful lot Cat £783. (74).

565 Officials: 1936-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1936-46 SG ovpt Arab Postman
set of 15 (SG O32/42 cat £250), 1948 SG ovpt set of 16 (SG O43/58 cat £120), 1950 Air set (SG O59/66 cat £28), 1951
£ 160
set of 18 (cat £75), etc. Useful lot Cat £473. (56).

SWAZILAND
566 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 21/4.
£ 50
567 1937-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-54 set of 11 (cat £95), 1948 RSW set
(cat £40), 1949 UPU. Cat £137. (30).
£ 46
SWEDEN
568 1855-1989 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a mainstream used collection of defins and commems,
£ 45
retail €80+.
569 1858-1978 Attractive collection in a Borek printed album with good run of modern U/M & mint sets to 1970s, then
earlier 1928 Gustav set used, 1916 Clothing Fund surch set used (cat £82), 1918 Landstorm surch set of 10 mint (cat £39),
£ 48
a few fine used earlier etc, ideal for expansion.

570 Old-Time Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 178 different incl nice range of earlier to 50o, 1924 issues to 80o mainly mint, etc. Useful lot mainly
£ 80
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c178).
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SWITZERLAND
571 1852 Rayon III large numerals 15rp red in an attractive PAIR neatly cancelled diamond lined postmarks in black,
margins on three sides showing how close these really were printed. Lovely pair.
£ 80
572 1852 Rayon III small numerals 15Rp red neatly cancelled diamond lined postmark in black, good margins on three
sides nice example.
£ 75
573 Extensive collection in 5 well filled springback albums in a heavy carton containing 1924-1990 Collection of defins
and commems neatly assembly on album pages for U/M, fine used & FDC for each and every issue, a beautiful lot including
many nice and useful air covers with airs in combination for special flights etc from 1930s onwards, extensive lot will gives
£ 550
hours of pleasure.

574 International Organisations: Int. Labor Office; 1923 Twenty Eight of 30 values all fine used CDS examples includes
the scarce top values complete including both 5f blue (1923 & 1928 Dark Blue printings), both 10f values (cat £425), just
£ 200
needs 60c & scarce 3f brown to complete, fine, (28) Cat £800.

575 International Organisations: League of Nations; 1922 Thirty Four values all fine used CDS examples includes the
scarce top values complete (except 3f brown) including both 5f blue (1923 & 1928 Dark Blue printings), both 10f values
£ 240
(cat £425), plus extras, just needs 3f brown & fine, (36) Cat £965.

576 Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 360 different incl nice range 1850 post local 2½r, 10rp, 5rp Rayon I, 1854 to 1r grey, 1862 to 1f gold, much
complete to 1936 incl airs, pro-juventute etc, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c360). £ 150

TAIWAN
577 A mint & used useful collection on Scott printed album pages 1953-1970s range of defins and commems incl 1958
Insects set u/m, Orchids set u/m, Constitution set m, 1960 Sports set u/m, 1961 Anti-agression set u/m, Taiwan Industries
set u/m, 1969 Art Treasures set 6 u/m, 1969 Ancient Paintings set u/m, 1969 New Year set u/m, 1970 Horses top 2 vals
£ 160
u/m, 1973 Porcelain set 5 u/m, etc. Clean lot with nice condition. (Approx 400).

TRIESTE
578 Yugoslav Military Govt: Zone B 1949-1954 Extensive collection mint and used on leaves including 1949 Air set mint
to 50l, 100l fine used (cat £27), Air ovptd DIN set to 20d on 50l mint & 30d on 100l used (cat £41), 1949 Partisans set mint
(cat £52), 1950 Fishes set f.u., 1950 Railways set m, 1952 Olympic Games set m, 1952 Air set 3 f.u., 1952 Culture set f.u.,
1954 Animals set mainly U/M (cat £75), Postage dues to 100d, etc, useful lot STC £410+.
£ 135

579 Yugoslav Occup. Prov. Issues: Venezia Giulia & Istria 1945-1947 Useful collection mint and used on leaves including
1945 set of 11 mint, surcharge set of 4 (SG 14/17 cat £39). Issues for Fiume complete set of 7 mint incl key 16l on 75c red
(SG 24 cat £190). AMG ovpts to 50l incl airs 25l brown (cat £22), includes 4 values with AMG VG overprint inverted mint
(4). Yugoslav Military Govt; Pictorial set of 20 mint, Postage Due incl 1946 set mint (cat £66), also 2 bogus stamps mint,
£ 135
attractive and useful collection STC £390+.

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
580 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time collectors hoard, SG 239/42.
£ 12
581 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-44 set 14 (cat £110), 1948 RSW set
£ 150
(cat £30), Postage Dues 1944-45 5d-1s black (SG D22/25 cat £245), 1947 set of 8 (cat £32). Cat £420. (39).
TRIPOLITANIA
582 1923-1935 Original unpicked collection on New Ideal printed page with a nice mint & used range of approximately
100 different defins and commems, noted 1923 Fascist set 6 m (cat £66), 1925 Holy Year set m, 1926 Assisi to 1.25l used,
1932 6th Trade Fair 5 vals used to 5l +1l (cat £222), air set of 4 mint (cat £202), 1933 Fair 4 vals to 1.25l (cat £175), 1934
Exhib set of 12 mint (cat £84), 1934 Air Rome - Mogasicio Flight set mint (cat £190), etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
£ 250
ideal to fill those gaps. (c100). STC £1000+.

583 Italian Colonies: 1909-1941 Collection on leaves mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1926 Colonial set, 1927
1st Nat. Defence set, 1st & 2nd Tripoli Fair set, 1929 Montecassino set (cat £60), 1929 2nd Nat. Defence set, 1930
Agricultural set, 1931 air set mixed m & u, 1931 Air 25th Anniv. set, 1934 air ovpt set, 1934 2nd Colonial Ex. set 12, 1935
£ 160
9th Tripoli Ex set, etc, mainly complete sets, STC £500+.

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
584 ALMOST Empty luxury hingeless KA-BE printed album and slipcase with a sparse range of 1970s-1991 sets mint,
ideal for expansion, expensive new!
£ 28
TURKEY
585 Old-Time Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 145 different noted 1915 crescent surcharges used, defins to 10pi, 1870s-80s part runs etc, etc.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c145).
£ 48
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TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
586 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for the period including 1938-45 set 14 (cat £130), 1948 RSW set,
1948 Centenary set, 1950 set of 13 (cat £85). Cat £244. (45).
£ 150
UGANDA
587 1898-1902 QV mint range of seven values incl 3a grey both shades, 4a & 6a, 5r brown wrinkled mint, SG 91. STC
£ 28
£174.
UNITED NATIONS
588 Collection in a well filled Senator springback album with a double mint and used assembly from 1951 to 1980 for New
York issues and a few Geneva & Vienna issues, colourful lot, 100s.
£ 36
UNITED STATES
589 1847-1967 A superb almost new KA-BE printed hingeless album for the period, also contains mainly mint commems
£ 50
for cheaper periods, some used for earlier, huge album, expensive new, very fine new project.
590 1968-1980 A superb almost new KA-BE printed hingeless album for the period, also contains mainly mint commems
£ 40
for same periods, huge album, expensive new, very fine new project.
591 Confederate States: 1863 President Andrew Jackson, TWO CENTS rose-red very fine unused with good to large
£ 48
margins, fine.
592 Confederate States: 1863 President George Washington TWENTY CENTS green unused with good to large margins,
several scissor cuts long the bottom otherwise fine.
£ 28
593 Duck Hunting Permit: Small accumulation of 16 different mostly unmounted mint, (Never Hinged), Ducks on a stock
page. Generally Fine to very fine and better. A couple of earlier seen with gum creases and minor disturbance. Owners
catalog $1223, nice collection. (16).
£ 300

594 Extensive mainstream used collection in a well filled springback album noted 19th century to 15c, 1893 Columbus
15c, 30c & 50c sound fine used (Cat $380), 1898 Omaha to 10c used (2), some mint early 20th cent, back of the book etc,
100s.
£ 60

595 Modern unmounted mint face many in original new issue Post Office glassines includes souvenir sheets, self
adhesive, plate or positional blocks, large sheets including Hawaiian Rainforest (3), Pacific Coral Reef (4), Arctic Tundra
£ 100
(4), World of Dinosaurs, 1990s Legend sheets, etc, strength in 2000s periods. Useful lot. Face approx. $240.

596 SCHAUBEK Printed album and slipcase in blue with spaces from first issues to 1969, a very fine album, with a
£ 40
mainstream used defins and commems, odd better earlier to 30c etc, ideal for new project, expensive new!
URUGUAY
597 Extensive mint and mainly used duplicated stock of defins and commems from earlier to modern. An enormous
quantity of many nice pictorial issues fine used, a scattering of mint / unmounted mint for each issue, officials, large range
£ 100
of Artigas defins, from first imperfs etc, 1000s.

598 Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 235 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c235).
£ 55

VENEZUELA
599 Old-Time Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 156 different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound and
£ 50
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c150).

YUNNANFU
600 1903 50c brown and red in blue hinged mint example, overprinted with value in Chinese and YUNNANSEN, fine. SG
£ 75
12 Cat £200. Hard to find.

End of Auction - Thank You
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